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ABSTRACT
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system) and the efforts of the large national demonstration programs
(Head Start, Parent-Child Ce.nters, and Follow Through). Chapter 1
presents some of, the key policy decisions confronting planners of
early childhood education programs and highlights the many 'value
dilemmas' implicit in the decision-making process. Chapter 2 outlines
the ways in which supportive services (health, nutrition,
psychological, and Social) can contribute to the realization of
program goals. Chapter 3 offers suggestions and examples to social
workers for promoting a program of partnership between the family and
thD school. Chapter 4 provides a description of child care in Sweden,
and Chapter 5 doctments, in tEe form of a log, the process involved
in one project director's attempt to introduce and promote
organizational innovation. This guide is designed for use by persons
who must plan local programs, who must review proposals for such
programs, and especially for people newly entering the social service
professions and who are particularly concerned with day care and
early childhood education. (CS)
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INTRODUCTION
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The care of young children has grown far beyond
the simple play - schools of yesteryear. Work in this
country and abroad, in laboratories as well as in life,
has taught us that effective programs for youngsters- -
especially when they are away, from home, in day care,
or in school-must be concerned with their total de-
velopment, and that educational, health and--social
services are essential components of a responsible
child care system.

In this country, the large national demonstrations- -
Head Start, Parent-Child Centers, and Follow Through--
represent efforts to translate this understanding into
practical programs at the community level.

This volume attempts to gather and distill the
experience gained from thes programs into a practical
guide for the provision o; ocial services in programs
for young children.

It is designed 'for use by persons who must plan
local programs, who must review proposals for such pro-
grams, and especially for people newly entering the
social service professions and who are particularly
concerned with,41.y care and early childhood education.
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Chapter I

The Planning Task: Policy Decisions

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Agency po4cy develops within a general philosophy
concerning actual'and ideal program objectives. Policy

makers have value systems which define problems or action

areas; planning translates these values into specific

programs. Many of the issues that confront planners of
early childhood education programs are also important in
other fields such as health, mental health, and social

welfare.
Some early education policies are mandated by fund-

ing sources and are described in federal and state

guidelines. Others are left to the discretion of com-

munity plannirigcouncils. Some issues depend on inter-

agency cooperation and some are dealt with by the
individual agency. At the agency level, decisions are

made by administrators who may share authority with, or
delegate it to, staff and parent boards. Most parent
boards, however, are advisory only because many early
education programs (such as Head Start) reflect a belief

that a community program, properly staffed and meeting
high standards, is necessary to make up for "inadequate"

mothers. Here, then, is our first issue or value dilemmas,

1) To what ext= t should are restsibili
be assumed by the program? Is ere to e a gh degree

of parental control or is the program to be run by
"experts who know"? Head Start, a major national, attempt

to bring the benefits of pre-school education to poor
children, highlights this value dilemma.

Heralded as a means of compensating for "deficits"

in socialization experience: in the family, Head Start
offers not onlynly a nursery school curriculum but also

supportive ervices--health, nutrition, psychological

and social services. At its inception, the program also

tried simultdneously to reaffirm parental responsibility
through Manda ory parent involvement with policy ad-

visory boards. However, the paradox of looking to the

most disadvant ed and purportedly apathetic parents for
technical solut ons to developmental and educational
nroblems quickly became p infully apparent to program

diroctors. They aenerall resolved this paradox by de"-

fining "parent p ticipation" as "parent education"
rr).tnor than parent control of policy decisions.

2) A second key decision concerns the age for
,dn",-Ir. children into early education centers. Social

poticie; are strateies based on value choices for the

-tLlocution of social resources, and the scarcity of
1
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resources requires some discussion about priorities for
receiving service. There is now convincing evidence
that the earlier one provides services to young children,
the greater the developmental gains. Should priority be
given, therefore, to infant care: to day care for all
ages of children with working mothers; to after-school
care for a larger number of grade-school children?

3) The range and level of services to be offered
within a given program poses the question of comprehensive
versus s ecialized_me. Programs offering specialized
care provide supervision for physical well-being, or
supervision plus an educational component. Children and
their families are referred if they need other specialized
services such as health, welfare, or child guidance.
Comprehensive service programs are designed to overcome
fragmentation of services by including health, nutrition,
psychological, and social services as essential components
of the program.

4) All child development programs supportedby
public funds must choose between policies of universal
versus selective eligibility. Programs with limited
eligibility are more economical because they serve only
those in need of the service, but they have stigmatizing
effects which lead to under-use of services. Universal
eligibility is based on the belief that all children, re-
gardless of family origins, have a right to the best care
to aid healthy growth and development. Once the universal
eligibility principle is established, and if resources
are limited, priority for acceptance into a program can
be given to the children most in,need. These may not
always be children from low-incoM families, but fees
assessed according to abiliy to ay can justify opening
publicly funded programs to \other an poor families.
It is important to distinguish between income used for
determining eligibility and income used in assessing
service fees. It is a great disadvantage to a working
mother if the wages earned are used to determine eligibil-
ity for a service she must have in order to remain
employed

5) If a community is to provide a truly comprehensive
child development service network, there must be a
diversity of choicesio With reference to day care, for
example, which is coznonly thought of as group or congre-
gate care, a well-served community may need some or all
of the followings all-day, part-day and extended-day
(before and after school) care; in-home care; family day
care*; 24-hour day care; emergency shelter; playground

* It is estimated that 90% of the children of working
mothers are cared for by informal private day care
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.supervisors; home helps and brief-time certified baby
sitting arrangements. 1

Extended -day programs are appropriately developed as
part of a neighborhood community center. Staff create an.
extension of the home environment in 'which students can
get help with homework, ask questions relating to school,
discuss their opinions about teachers, classmates and
friends, and pursue hobbies. /The Scandanavians* have had
good experiences with extended day programs, limiting the
number of children to fifteen per group and integrating
them with either youth leisure time ;centers or with day
nursery centers. In both cases, it 'is thought desirable
to have a mixture of ages and a "home-like" rather than
a "school-like" atmosphere. .

6) An issue that is particularlyimPort t wit re-
gard to group care is that of a, e e ated ver
integrated population. Integrationimplies not mix-
ing across racial and clasS lines but also acros age
groups and handicapping conditions. Supporting t 6 in-
tegration argument-are studies which indicate that a
homogenous age group narrows the horizons of children;
the presence of older children increases the of
imaginative behavior in younger children, and the
presence of younger children stimulates increased social
and \sympathetic behavior in the older ones. Mordover,
the Speech development of two- and three-yearolds tends
to be\slower when they are segregated within"-thej.r own

age groups.
Ei4dence for the beneficial effects of inte ating

handicap ed children into programs with normal hildren
comes fr the Scandanavian experience based on the
"normalize ion principle." This principle mini izes the
disabilities\of handicapped children by providing social
and other supports enabling them to live among their
families and communities rather than in isolated, special-
ized facilities.

Probably the most compelling historic reason for
age-grading stems from formerly realistic fears of epi-
demics during times when our technology for infailt
congregate care was less than adequate. Today there is
convincing evidence that, for health reasons',

arrangements by friends, neighbOrs or relations in their
own or in others' homes. See, for exampld, Child Care
Arran7ements of Worki :others in the U.S.,aildren's
,t,;reau Publication ' 1-19od Washington, D.C., U.S.
government Printing Office, 1968) .

For a :r,orc) complete discussion of the Swedish experi-

c:nc with 7arious types of day care, see Chapter IV.
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better to mix children of different ages than to segre-
gate then in large groups of'the same age. Certain
harmful viruses and bacteria seem to have preferences
for specific age groups, so that segregating age groups
increases the number of susceptible children placed
together.

The advantages and disadvantages of mixing across
class and racial lines are still being studied. It seems
probable that mixing, per se, is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for the enrichment of life for
children in each participating group.

?) Decisions regarding economies of scale\versus
quality of care have a bearing on the ultimate size of
a unit. Family day care; when combined with nutrition,
health, psychological and social services, and with in-
service training and supervision for the day care mother,
adds up to a large unit cost. If there.are enough units
in the community, specialized services may be provided by
a common pool. Centers, too, can draw on the centralized
resources and make use of systems management techniques,
standardized equipment, food catering services, and so
',oath. Generally speaking, it is uneconomical to operate
centers for fewer than about fifty children. Program
quality, however, may be lower ih centers of more than
100 children.

There are circumstances in which economies of scale
will have to be sacrificed in order to achieve a more
equitable distribution of child development services. At
present, about 40% of all centers are located in three
states and 70% of all centers are located in communities
with a population of 100,000 or more. Rural areas need
heavy investments in transportation to bring children to
family day care homes or to bring services into the homes

P'Nek of the children.
rt .04 P 8) 'The issue of and con-

cerns the recommended and mandatory minimum standards for
child development programs. Standards must take into
account a number of factors: total size 'of a group,
adult/child ratio, staffing pattern, space and safety re-
quirements, sanitation, food preparation; physical facil-
ities and equipment, emergency medical care, age groupings,
medical certification for children and staff, training
for staff development, ancillary services, and extent and
kinds of p ent involvement. Obviously, different stan-
dards mus be applied to different types of day care*,

* Since licensing has had little impact on family or in-
home/day care (the usual arrangements for 90% of the /

children of working mothers), Arthur Emlen suggests th t
we abandon the assumption that quality of care primar ly
is determined, by the "person who gives care, the sett ng
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varying with age of child, number of hours in the day,
program goals, and setting. Also, it is desirable to have
a system of grades or ratings to reward directors who pro-
vide higher than minimum levels of service.** Two
important functions of state licensing agencies are the
provision of technical assistance for center operators or
day care mothers and the development of public understand-
ing of child developmet programs by interpreting
standards to local communities.

9) Manpower decisions related to program staff
(professionals, paraprofessionals and/or volunteers) and
the :esp.onallocationoftsibi.ities to individuals or

teams are of great importance. Decisions must be made
concerning the credentials required, opportunities for
career advancement, pre-service and in-service staff de-
velopment, and personnel policies which structure the
relationships between staff and the governing board. Will
a parent advisory board, for instance, have the right to
hire and fire staff or will it only make recommendations`?

10) The structure of interagency linkages is deter-
mined by the allocation of responsibilities for funding,
dp rating, monitoring, and coordinating programs among
various state, regional, and local governmental units.
Since congress tends to take a categorical approach to
legislation, planners and administrators must design pro-
cedures to coordinate the various education, health pd
welfare programs into a network of comprehensive com-
munity services. If planning staff are independent of the
service agencies they are more likely to make decisions
on the merits of an issue rather than on territorial
claims.

Present evidence suggests that commercial centers
can earn a profit and pay decent wages only at the ex--
pense of program quality. Commercial operators who

and the program itself." Instead, according to Emlen,
quality of care should be viewed as a "product of in-
teraction between users and providers of child care," and
ways should be developed to "change the rates at which
working mothers make unsatisfactory arrangements." 'Emlen
recommends that a day care neighborhood service provide
information, referral and help in finding suitable day
care homes, plus personal support for the families as
they make a decision regarding use of such arrangements.
This matchmaking service would formalize and strengthen
an already existing natural system of service delivery.
Arthur Emlen, "Realistic Planning for the Day Care
Consw,:ler," The Social Work Forum, 1970.

,n..! criterion for analyzing and rating levels of care
th? pt.-nil:non of access to supportive services.
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receive public subsidies .are required to me!;!.;, -11-censin4
otanciards; they should be eligible fo_r-ttcChnical assi3-
tance and be involved in communikiannin.4 for coordin-
ation with other child development services.

One problem with formalizing standards into
licensing requirements concernsfinding ways to allow for
flexibility for local variations and improvements. While
the desirability of maintaining quality control over
child development programs is generally conceded, when
or how rigorously sanctions should be invoked for failure
to comply with requirements is a debatable question.
Should funds be withheld for noncompliance and, if so,
how much time should be allowed for coming up to stan-
dards--two or three years? The advocates of probationary
status claim that some child supervision is better than
none for "latch key" children. They believe that, given
time, the guidelines can be implemented with help from
stat agencies. The opponents of this argument believe
that later attempts to improve initially sub-standard.

. day are will be defeated'by inertia- -the tendency for
prog ams to continue to operate in the same way in which
they were started.

11) Accountability for achievement of program udals
necessitates consideration of consumer participation versus
consumer control of the program. Although it is generally
agreed that service programs should be responsive to their.
clients, there are two points of view concerning the def-
inition of "responsiveness." The first emphasizes parent
education td upgrade parenting and homemaking skills--to
strengthen family life--as an agency goals The second
viewpoint places greater emphasis on the right of parents
to guide and control community services, including day
care and early education programs, to support and enhance
the experiences provided for the child within his family,
as a means to achieve family pals. Even parents who
have their own child-rearing difficulties can, as citi-
zens, effectively plan for the benefit of their neighbor-
hood's children.

Consumer control, of course, is defined beyond the
neighborhood levels it extends to the city, county, region,

and state levels. Users of child development services
may participate in the determination of licensing require-L
ments, in the evaluation of programs, and in staff
development.

In summary, the important policy decisions to be
made in program planning evolve out of value choices.
Since each decision represents a variety of "right"
choices, depending on the values and goals of the de-
cision makers, any -group planning a child care program
must determine a general philosophy before proceedin4 to

specifics. Clearly defined policy decisions will :;implify

the design and operation of a proi'ram.

0 0 0 1 0
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Designing a Comprehensive Program

Early childhood education programs--such as Parent-
Child Centers, Head Start, Follow Through, and develop-
mental day care centers--attempt to bring together the
resources of family, community, classroom and day
nursery to meet the physical, psycho-social and intellec-
tuil needs of infants and young children. Three
important components of all such programs are an educa-
tional curriculum; supportive health, nutrition, psycho-
logical, and social services; and continuing staff
development activities. We turn our attention first to
ways in which supportive services can contribute to the
realization of program goals.

Social Services* are those organized activities-
designed to help people deal with problems that limit
their full potential for'self-care, self-suppnrt, a
satisfying family life, and successful participation in
the mainstream of community life. They include activ-
itie5 that affect the physical or social environment, as
well as those that focus on change in individual behavior.
Social services insure the provision of such basic needs
as food, clothing, housing, health care, and income main-
tenance, thus freeing people from distracting and
energy-consuming anxieties and wants. But they go beyond
these basics by facilitating the development of a sense
of autonomy and of social power, hopefully modifying
negative self-concepts and increasing self-esteem. This
implies giving careful thought to the adminietration of
the service, to avoid stigmatization and the preempting
of parental responsibility. Furthermore, when efforts
to counteract the adverse effects of poverty on a young
child require supplements to the family's resources,
the social service staff facilitates the use of exist-
ing community services and resources so that the family
does not lose the help it may already be receiving.

The purpOses of social services in a child develop-
ment program are;

1) to insure that children are physically,
intellectually and socially able to make
good use of the program;

2) to moblize personal, family and community
resources, enabling parents to assume

Ilpiementation of the social services component
r...;.:;c:u3:Jed in clet.111 in Chapter III.
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their appropriate responsibilities;
3) to promote organizational arrangements that

are responsive to the special needs of young,
children. /

Social service is child centered but oriented toward
those individuals who have significant influence on a
child's social and intellectual development.

The social services staff can contribute to the
evaluation of the instructional program in interesting
ways. For example, one often uncritically assumes a high
correlation between test performance and behavior outside
the school. A much more rational approach would eliminate
school tests and focus ,on the observation Of extra-curric-
ular behavior. Program effectiveness should be assessed
on the basis of behavior observed on the street, in the
neighborhood, in the family--not on the basis of classroom
performance. The social services staff can use guided
observations of children's problem-solving behavior as
evaluative data.' By determining the needs of children and
their families and recording the nature of available social
services they can document the extent to which social
workers can contribute to the program in general, and to
the well-being of specific children and families.

Psychological Services

Psychologists* and professional social workers with
master's degrees share many of the same competencies and
skills. Although, in general, psychologists do not have
community organization skills and social workers do not
have detailed diagnostic skills, their responsibilities
in early education programs overlap to a large degree.

Both psychologists and social workers, for example,
draw upon their knowledge 0* child development, learning
theory, and personality theory to observe children in the
classroom or playroom, on the playground, at mealtimes,
taking leave 'of parents, and so forth. From these ob-
servations they make screening judgments about psycho-
social development and emotional health. For thlse few
children whose behavior is problematic or is symptomatic
of some difficulty the social worker will request the
psychologist to perform diagnostic tests.

After testing and gathering additional information
from teachers; other staff (including social workers).
and parents, the psychologist makes recommendations to

this discussion, a psychologist is defined as a
person holding a doctorate in psychology, and a license
or certificate to practice psychology in his state. Some
communities allow public agencies to hire persons with
lesser training as "psychologists."

00012
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both staff and parents for more effective management of
children with physical,' mental, or 'emotionalThandicaps.
A few children; probably no more than seven percent, will
need further diagnostic evaluation such as neurological
testing. Incollaboration with medical and/or psychiatric
consultants, a psychologist can help teachers integrate ,

handicapped children,into classroom or Play group and th'US
provide these children with a normalizing experience. ;
This is not only preferable to segregating exceptional
children, but it is' also feasible with adequate "back-up"
help for teac;hers, and aides. All but the most severely
retarded children can be integrated into a group if the
ratio of retarded to normal children is low or if the
adult/child' ratio is high (i.e., 2 adults- to 12' or 15
children). Some children may need short-term counseling
or psychotherapy to ease them through situations of_tem-
porary stress or crisis; either a psychologist or a social
worker with advanced clinical training,(MSW) can give this
help. For long-term treatment of neurosis or psychosis,
however, children and their families should be referred
to child .guidance cliniOs and community mental health
centers for specialized/ care.

Psychologists contribute also to staff development
activities in significant ways.' They teach introductory
or advanced chilit deVelopment and/or behavior management
techniques; they contribute to'Staffings or case con-
ferences on behalf of a difficult child (highly aggres--
sive, withdrawn, overly dependent or non-verbal) ; and
they organize and provide leadership for encounters or
Sensitivity sessions to develop keener insight into the
dynamics of staff interactions.

In addition to diagnostic screen= of children,
consultation with individual teachers on classroom --
management or On. specilfic problem cases, and contribu-
tions to staff development, psychologist can be called
upon for parent education activities and or individual
family counseling. Parent groups have co on concerns
related to their children's growth and de elopment,
hood fears, disciplinary and academic pro lems, peer
refitionships, and so forth. Finally, ps chologists also
have special comi)etence in research- and evaluation design,
and tbkhelp directors assess program effctiveness.

Chti.d develOpment programs range in size from small
units of fifteen or fewer in group day care, to clusters
of family day care satellites around a hub center, to
Head Start or elementary Fit 1 programs with several
hundred children. 'Projects enro lig fewer than 200
children generally cannot afford a fu i me psychologist
or social worker but can contract for such e -vices on a
part-time basis. Since in most programs profesSiOnals
other than inseructional staff are like4 tq be availi6113_
only interrlitt ntly, the direcior'c office shOuld have
a central ..rdrY rd Tile. This file should contain summary
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information .from their individual interviews with
children, interviews with families, diagnostic evaluation,
reports, and recommendations from case conferences for
the benefit of teachers and other full-time staff.

Social kirk and Nutrition Services /
The. growth and development of young children are

immediatell..delaendent on adequate diet. Their .vulner-
Ability resulting from poor nutrition can be seen in their
more frequent illnesses, slower recoveries, developmental
lags, reduced intellectual functioning, and, personality
changes such as, apathy and increased irritability.

The incidence''Of poor, diets increases directly with
decreased in income. It has been estimated that one-
third of the families earning lest. than $3,000 a yehr
have diets that provide less than two - thirds of the recom-
mended amounts of one or more essential nutrients. Withix
this low income group, however, it appears thht tir more
educated the mother, the better the family

A general estimate of nutritional practices in a
group of families-will indicate which families risk mai--

nourishment.. Such estimates are tees(' on assessments'of
adequacy. nf home food preparation and Storage and on in-
formation elicited from motherS and children regarding
quantity, varielty, and regularity of food eaten.l

A more direct assessment of- nutritional status can
be made by clincal examination of the childrens

If weight falls below a defined standard, if,
growth is below age expectancy, if muscle mass
and subcutaneous fat are deficient, and if

' such signs as pigmentation changes or in-
fladation of the mouth are .observed, general
undernutritiOn or a deficiency of partiOular
nutrients is inferred. In more complete
clinical surveys, samples of blood and urine

/ may be obtained and analyzed for the presence
/ or level of a substance which may be affected

7
by nutritional status At times nutri-
tion studied may include X-ray examinations
for the, determination of bone age and
deficient calcification.2

NONIMIII=NORM1110011.

1 Frederick North, Jr, M.D. "Research Issues in Child
Health* An Overview," Paper presented to the Head
Start Seminar, Washington, D.C.,. November 1, 1968.

2 ChildrenH.G. Birch and Joan Gussow, Disady tamed
Health N trition and School Failure, 1970 Grune and
Stratton, Inc., New York & London.
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Of course, anemia, developmental immaturity and other
signs of malnutrition in young children may indicate not
only current status but previous deprivations--including
the mother's health status during pregnancy, which may
limit learning ability in ways that can never be com-
pletely overcome, It has been.estimited that about
one-fourth of all handicapping conditions can be traced
to the prenatal period. Improving the health of pre -,
school ,children ultimately requires better prenatal care,.
including nutritional supplements for mothers. If the `
mother herself is neglectful of her dhild, disorder in
daily living combined with marked irregularity of meals
will increase frequency of infectious diiiise and will
also limit the nutrient value of whatever food the child /
does eat.

Meals represent organizing events in the course of a
day which contribute to a child's deVeloping-sense of time,
sequence, and order; later, at schoolli -children must
further extend this organization of behavior according to
specified sequences and times. Mealtimes are also social
occasions,' and provide practice of verbal communication.
All this is lost when children gleanIfood sporadically
in lieu of regular meals. Social workvs who keep abreast
of good nutrition information can help mothers'in this as
well as in other areas of home management.

The nutrition component in a child development
program tries not only to'insure adequate diets for all
children but also to provide education on sound nutri-
tional practice. Meals and snacks given to low-income
children at school or in child care centers should provide
no less than one-third and up to one-half of daily needs,
depending on the number of hours the children spend away 4

from home. Menus should provide foods suitable in color,
texture and variety for young children, and also take
into account family culture and customs. Individual
assessments of calorie intake, will insure that some
children are not being overnourished. Meals should be
served in a clean, cheerful, well-ventilated area with
chairs, tables and eating utensils that can be managed by
small bodies and-small hands.

The emotional environment,I too, is important. Meal-
time is not time for ecoldings; threats, or coercion but
a time for relaxed, pleasant talk with minimal inter-
ference from adults. It is an advantage to have a
kitchen` on the premises where food can be prepared and
stored and where children can participate in kitchen
activities. Even very young children can make simple
dishes using recipes from picture cookbooks. Parents may
be invited in at mealtimes as guests, or may be emplbyed
as aides to assist with food preparation and serving.

Discu3sion topics in the parent nutrition education
program should include menus and recipes, and activities
such as pot-luck suppers, ice cream socials, and

00015
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barbecues. From these areas of common interest other
parent activities can emerge. Social workers can
initiate such activities, enlisting the help of the pro-
gram's nutrition consultant.

Teachers can integrate nutrition education into
their daily lesson plans. Staff who are on hand at meal-
times can use this opportunity to help children develop
healthy eating habits and to identify and discuss a
variety of foods. For example, different fruits can be
passed around so children can feel and smell them. A.

fruit or raw vegetable is cut into small portions and
served to' each child: "Is it sweet or sour?" "Which
piece is hard?" "Is it soft?" "What color isAt?" Many
lbod-oriented projects can be developed in theclassroom
and extended to field trips, to drawing murals about ex-
cursions, to' making cookbooks, and to cooking and eating
activities. These experiences provide age-appropriate
lessons in social science,, geography, history, science,
and arithmetic. They also furnish content for writing or
drawing exercises and for reading autobiographical
stories. Home visits and parent group meetings keep
families informed about these experignces and seek ways
extend learning beyond the school environment.

Consultation is offeredefaripjanning the nutrition
program and for stiff dOei6prient-bultritionists and
home economists in public health and welfare agencies,
home extension agents and nutrition. aides in the U.S.D.A.
Cooperative Extension Service, school lunch supervisors,
hospital dietitions, andrhealth.educators.

Although breakfastrlunch, and snacks given to
children at the center'I'br school can improve their nutr
tional status, save money for the family, and provide
occasions for learning which can,be integrated into th'
rest of the education program, fig:damental changes in he
nutritional circumstances of a f ily require that foo

p od practices s
be both available and accessible. For some families
may mean a social modification Of f
selection, buying, preparing,'Nsftrvihg, and storing food.

The Extended Nutrition EdVcation Program (ENEP),I
operated by County Extension Agencies for the United states
Department of Agriculture, recruits and trains parapr
fessionals who work under the supervision of a home :

extension agent. They make hOme visits to low-income
mothers to dembnstrate economical and efficient waysfto
purchase and handle food and to instruct them about the
nutritional .needs of all family members. The usual Orien-
tation,training for aides teaches them how to adapt food
demonstrations to a variety of kitchen arrangements,' how
to recognize health and other needs requiring approOriate
referrals to other sources of help, and gives them basic
child care information.

However, mothers cannot meet the nutritional require-
ments of their family, even if they know what these are,

0 0 0 1 0
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unless good food is accessible to them. The social
service staff should know the eligibility requirements
for various nutrition supplements. Food stamps are dis-
tributed through county welfare departments. The
supplemental food program for pregnant women, infants, %

and young children up to age five is administered through
county health departments, maternal and infant care pro-
jects, or neighborhood health centers. The school lunch
program is administered by the Office of Education. The
Special Food Service Program for Children is administered
by the Food and Nutrition SerVice of the Department of
Agriculture. It serves both preschool and school age
children, providing up to three meals and snacks per day.
Public and nonprofit service institutions, including day,

care centers, are eligible to apply.
In sum, early education depends to a large extent

upon the general well being of the child, and poor'nutri-
tion gives rise to a series of problems which affect the
child's. capacity for learning and social development.
Social workers cooperate_with health and nutrition staff
or consultants to identify. children with..nutritional de-
ficiencies and families with poor nutritional practices-,_

and to negotiate corrective measures,

Social Work and Health Services

Poor families are notoriously ill served for health
care. Not only is the variety of health services limited
but the delivery system is so inefficient in terms of
time, ditance, and expense, and often so demeaning, as
to make services virtually inaccessible. Unfamiliaiqty
with available community resources is another barrier to
obtaining service. The infant mortality rate in the
United States continues to be inflated by an inexcusable
number of deaths in inner city and rural areas: Moreover,

low birth weight among those babies who survive suggests

an increased vulnerability to future assaults of hunger,
disease, bad housing, and other conditions associated
with poverty. Children who do not actually die from
accidents or disease are likely to suffer the longer range
effectS of untreated illnesses.

Health care must be a major part of comprehensive
services to low-Income children and their families, but
the dimensions df such concern must be considered. Health \
:;arvices should hate a significant impact on the function-
in:: of the chill and there must be some extension of
:;ervice that will prevent, cure, or ameliorate any prob-
l-matic condition. To begin with, the definition of a
:alth problem is no easy task. For example, it is
;;;n9.:. alry believed that abnormalities of the central
n,2r7)u3 system which are related to events during preg-
nunw, childbirth, and early infancy are a major cause of
1.rn.in.7, disabilities which later show up in school-age
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children. But we cannot accurately predict which groups
of infants will later show behavioral disabilities. En-
larged tonsils and the majority of umbilical hernias are
no longer considered to be health problems.. On the other
hand, we can reasonably predict that 10% of preschool
children will fail a vision screening test and 1% to 33
will require glasses; 70% to 80% of the children who do
not have fluoridated drinking water will have dental
clecaY, while only 30% to 40% of .those who halt!) fluori-
dated water will require treatment for dental cavities.
The Head Start experience with screening and physical ex-
aminations has shown that about 80% of the problems
identified are newly discovered, but that approximately
25% do not require further care. About 40% of the chil-
dren with chronic handicapping conditions are not
receiving adequate care, or any care at all.

Once the functionally important health problems have
been defined, there are several techniques for identify-
ing which problems exist in which children: medical
evaluation by a Mrsician, screening tests performed by
paramedical persontml, interviews or parent Aue'stion-
naires, and structured observations oft the children.
Community health aides can be taught to identify tuber-
culosib, anemia, urinary tract infections, viLual'defects,
hearing loss, and speech problems. TheKpan also ad-
minister the Denver Developmental Scale or a similar test

of developmental maturity.* Social workers who observe
children in interaction with their peers are in a good
position to identify which youngsters deviate signifi-
cantly in appearance or behavior from their classmates.
Also, parents'can reliably identify a high percentage of
children with moderate or severe functional handicaps.

Once health problibs have been identified decisions
concerning effective treatment must be made, based on
judgments of the relative risk of each possible treat-
ment compared to no treatment. There seems to be an
ever-present humanistic urge to "do something to help,"
even when we do not know the actual value of the treat-
ment.

Health services for young children include the
followings

1. Medical examination, including medical history
and developmental assessment.

2. Screening tests for vision, hearing, speech,
tuberculosis, parasites.

3. Laboratory tests urine testing for albumin
and sugar; blood.testing for anemia.

4. Dental assessments topical fluoride; cleaning;

* The School of Medicine at the University of Colorado
has packaged self-instructional kits for teaching
physical screening to.paraprofossionals.
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spacers -for missing teeth; trealment of dental
cavities.

5. Preventive services including immunization for
DTP, polio, and smallpox. (Some physicians
recommend measles vaccine as well.)

6. Health education including discussions with
parents.

7. Treatment for identified problems and appro-
priate follow-up services.

Social workers help parents get medical and dental
,examinations and recommended treatment for their chil-
dren by arranging for transportatiOp, for supervision of
other children left at home, and for\financial assis-
tance when needed. Responsibility for the health care of
their children should remain with the\parents. Some
parents may need help with the procedure of arranging
appointments and some may have fears about having their
children examined; others may be so nervous in the
presence of a physician that they coo not remember how to
carry out particular treatment instructions. Most often,
however, parents need only an assurance that the center
or schbol will pay the bills for medical and dental
expenses; beyond this they can manage on their own.

Comprehensive health care, including hospitalization,
can be provided for about $300.00 per child per year.
Contracting with a physician on a per capita basis for
comprehensive care of one hundred children at three
hundred dollars per child per year would provide an in-
centive,,f6r more efficient organization of health care- -
through employment of paramedical staff and the
reduction of unnecessary drug use, ior example. The
Parent Advisory Committee might want to look into this

It is ald worthwhile to investigate various health
insurance plan , including pre-payment plans, some of
which are base onthe Kaiser-Permanente model, as a
means of financ ng thqbprogram's health component.
Medicaid funds Or lo# income children are available for
certain medical services through the county welfare de-
partment. The county health department may have child
health clinics for screening and immunizations. Civic
organizations are usually willing to supply prosthetics
such as eye glasses and hearing aids. The State Bureau
for Handicapped Children, Commission for the Blind, and
Division of Mental RetaPdation are other sources' of
assistance.

.other members of a family can be referred to a
maternal and child health clinic, a family planning
clinic, a cancer screening clinic, a children's and youth

-h-2altn project, or a neighborhood health center. Public'

;(.al tip, head Start, Follow Through, and Visiting Nurse
pro;rams all serve the families of young children, and
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therefore some plan for coordination of information and
health services with the center or school is needed. It
may be possible to agree upon a common questionnaire for
gathering information and on a centralized place to keep
the health records. These records should be available
to any staff from any agency who works with a particular
tchild, as well as to nurses and social workers who work
with other family members. One nurse should be given
primary responsibility for a particular family in those
instances where more than one health service is invdlved.
Arrangements for inter-agency cooperation can .be planned
and implemented through a series of joint conferences
with health ,and ,.welfare staff from participating agencies

Typically, the health component of a day care or
early childhood education program will be staffed by a
nurse and an aide for every group of 100 children. A
physician-consultant should be available on a part-time
basis to assume medical responsibility for the children
in the program. The important educational aspects of a
health program for children and pvents can be shared by
social service and nursing staff. Health experts such as
public health nurses, sanitarians, pharmacists, nutri-
tionists, dentists, dental hygenists, and physicians are
usually willing to speak at parent education meetings.

Information for Social Workers
About the Education Component

The educational component is based on the teaching-
learning relationship between child and adult, or
between child and child. It also includes the environ-
mental design for learning such as room arrangement,
equipment, staff /child ratio, teaching aids, and so
forth. The choice of an educational model for any given
program should be evdeeision shared between parents and
professional staff. In order that social service staff
can interpret to 'parents the basic differences among the
most widely used early childhood curricula, we offer the
following summary descriptions. It is desirable that
all staff, and not just the instructional staff, under-
stand the educational philosophy that motivates-the
teacher's behavior. .

Theories which consider the environment as the most
important factor in the teacher-child relationship serve
as a basis for the subject-centered, didactic approach
to teaching and are illustrated by the conditioning
theories of learning. A basic principle of'the condi-
tioning theories is that pract'.cally all behavior is
learned. This learning takes place in small segments
rather than in large chunks. In this view, in order to
understand a child's development one needs to show how
his natural environment establishes a set of experiences
and rewards that teach him to respond in a socially
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acceptable manner. Children learn adult values and op- \

propriate patterns of behavior through responses to their\
behaVior which reinforce, ignore, or punish. Small seg-
ments of learning can be planned and directed by the
judicious use of these three kinds of responses, A direct\
instructional method which has predictable outcomes is
used. Teachers are concerned with skill training for the
learning tools used in the academic classroom, such as
reading, arithmetic, and the structural aspects of formal
language. They also emphasize the acceleration of in-
tellectual.development for socially disadvantaged
children, and expect that a child's confidence in his
learning ability will be reinforced through this experi-
ence of skill mastery. Interaction is teacher-initiated,
performance goals are specified, and the level of in-
struction is.pitched to the ability of the lowest
achieving child. No one gets left behind.

The Bereiter-Engelmann-Becker approach is the; llost
distinctive among thosethat'define an active role for
the teacher and a relatively passive role for the student.
This model makes systematic use of behavioral principles
and focuses strongly on- academic objectives. Reading,
arithmetic, language, )art and music curricula are now
available; science and social studies materials are being
developed. Children spend one to two hours a day on
academic skills and the remainder of the day is devoted
to music, art, and 'other less structured learning activ-
ities. Key elements are reinforcement of desired
behaviors and group instruction; Teachers use games,
praise, food, and other reinforcers. They ignore temper'
tantrums, since attention is a reinforcer-which leads
to repeated tantrums! instead, they pay attention to each
small success. The language program is less concerned
with those aspects of language that serve expressive
or social purposes than with language as a tool, essential
to conceptual understanding, logicd1 thinking, and
problem solving.

Social learning theory is also the basis for an
approach emphasizing appropriate social role behavior in
interaction with teachers and peers. It is based on
observations that social amenities - such as sitting
still, waiting to be recognized instead of interrupting,
and standing quietly in line - are rewarded in elementary
school; children who acquire these social skills will be
well liked and perceived by teachers as good students.
For younger children, attention is given to behavioral
training in self-help skills such as self-feeding,
toileting, and dressing.

A second theoretical orientation, which considers
the learner as the most active element in the teaching-
1c:Irnin process and which derives from psychoanalytical
le7,.t.nin::; theory, concerned with personali ty develop-
m,:ult as a coal of education. Focus iE; on the affective
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or emotional domain and the assumption made is that,
since'itttellectual development is never independent of a
child's;emotional involvement with his world, only a Acure
child w 1,1 make use of his environment to maximize his
potenti Intellectual effectiveness is viewed as strong-
ly depe ent on personality integration, and it is
import to resolve emotional conflicts and to nurture
healthy iosychosocial maturation, Interaction is child-

\
initiate , guided by maturational readiness, and goals are
oriented more toward procedures than toward results.

\ 'Bank Street College sponsors a model which'\has
equally a tive roles for learner and teacher, and which
emphaSizes Personality deveopment. The ultiM4te objec-

vtive of th s approach is to enable each child in his
\ \ initial ye s of schooling to build a positive image of

learner. Learning and development are seen,
d, for if learning is to be more than super-
t be pursued by the child on his own behalf.
ciallyhose with chaotic histories, need
st in the predictability of the school en--
o learn-the effects of their own actions
e they will persist at their work: The

ing of spdpific skills, it is believed, cannot take'
tly of healthy emotional development.
toward learning how to affect his own en-
), to sharpen his perceptions and extend
elate ideas and express his opinions,

and to acquire ba ic motor and sensory skills. Those
programs called "open classroom," "the discovery method,"
or "the (English) tlfant school model" share this
philosophy.

In the'Respor*ye Environment' model, children are

\ himself\ as
\\as intertwin
\\ficial it m
ptildrent esp
to develop tr
vironment and
within ,it befo
le
pla e independe
Each child aims
vironment (copin
his world, to fo

encouraged to take
dependently, set go
through to completi
there is a careful b
tuned work. The env
selected materials 'Pl
encourages it child Ito
Materials axis seledted
nitive skills such as
the program is highly i
child to plan and initi
teacher's role differs
teacher-as-initiator sty
child helps the teacher elect and organize appropriate
materials and activities s she responds to his initiative.

The Educational Development Corporation combines the
learner-initiated approach 1,0.th what they term the
"advisory" concept, a meth d of facilitating growth and
change in teachers. The op n classroom is an environment
responsive to the needs and interests of children, and

generous amounts of consulta ion are provided for

he initiative, make choices, work in-
ls for themselves, and carry projects

Instead.of group instruction,
ance between structured and unstruc-
tonment, programmed with carefully
ced in "self-service" work areas,
learn from his own experience.
to promote the development of cog-
easuring and classifying. Since
dividualized and encourages each
to his own activities, the
ubstantially from that of the
e. Careful observation of the
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teachers. Their advisory service is based on the premise
that most teachers need continuing help to support pro-
fessional growth and ch Age from traditional styles of
interaction.

The third approach, in which initiative for inter-
action is shared between teacher and learner (and which
views other children as well as adults as sources of
teacher-learner interaction), is focused on the cognitive
domain - on those processes that underlie the acquisition
of specific learning skills. The goal, is to maximize
(rather than accelerate) intellectual growth through guid-
ing the child in the best use of his physical and social
universe to obtain nourishment for his cognitive develop-

s. ment.
In the cognitively oriented curriculum developed by

David Wiekart, five cognitive'skills--classification,
number, causality, time,.and space--are presented as a
carefully sequenced set of goals that enable a teacher to
focus on the development of specific kinds of thought .

processes essential to all mental growth. Of course, all
programs are cognitively oriented in that they !all aim

to nurture the intellectual development of the learner.
An interesting aspect of this model is the use of parents
as home tutors to brid,;e the gap between learning acquired
in the hoMe and learning acquired in nursery or primary
school. The key person in this process is the home
visitor. The child and mother are learners as well as
the tutor, who determines how the family can best be
utilized as an extension of the school.

A variation of the tutoring theme is the interde-
pendent_learner model. Learning occurs prinOliiIITIR
structured small-group activities where pupils, in depend-
ing on each other, are less and less dependent on the
teacher. As children assume control over the learning
process, they become actively involved in figuring things
out on their own, in reaching early ,mastery of skills,
and in monitoring their own leirning behavior. 'The game-
like nature of the structured learning situations adds
greatly to the children's sense of challenge and involv-
ment. Not only are they challenged to master the subject
matter themselves, they .can help other children in learn-
ing the same material. In order to direct others,
children must master the language of explanation. The +tit

sense of importance derived from leading or teaching
others, and the verbal transactions between pupils, which
is intrinsic in this process, directly stimulate language
acquisition. This model does not assign an active role
to tne child's mother.

The use of older studentS for individual instruction
ha; been a successful variation of the independent learner
mo101. Th,J tutorial process has great potential beat will

nave limited impact as long -s it is only an appendage to

thr re ;ulcer curriculum, used mainly for remedial work,
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rather than as a way to eliminate some of the conditions
that necessitated remediatiOn in the first place. The
ultimate objective of this plan is, the development of a
"tutorial community" involving'an entire elementary
school, in which students at every grade level interact
with other students as learners and as tutors and in which
the traditional barriers between teacher and learner are
broken down. Such an environment explicitly recognizes
the extent to which students can teach themselves and each
other.

Of course, none of these educational goals is mutually
exclusive. A cognitively oriented preschool .is also con-
cerned about healthy emotional development. The token
.economy which rewards appropriate social behavior encour-
ages the child to find intrinsic rewards in learning and
in the acquisition of academic skills. The skill-training
model emphasizes attention, effort and mastery, but not
competition, so that broad gbals such as attaining a given
level of reading skill and cooperative child-group rela-
tions can be listed under the general category of
"competence."

The essential question regarding differences in
curriculum styles has been posed by Herbert Zimiles*:

Should the objectives be defined in terms of
observable behavioral accomplishments and do we
gear our educational strategy and operation to
bring about these specific outcomes,. or,do we
define objectives in terms of broad psycholog-
ical constructs that refer to the underlying
processes which mediate development?

Given such an array of choices, it is reassuring to
know that/the small amount of available comparative re-
search on/curriculum models suggests that the specific
philosophy of early education may be less important than
the fact/that the.teacher has a clearly defined and
firmly held philosophy.

Staff Development

Staff development** acquaints workers with the inter-
relationships among their own roles and the roles of
others, and demonstrates ways to increase competence.
There are times when an experienced outside group is

Herbert Zimiles, "Research in Early Child Devillopment-
:What Are We Learning from Different Research Strategies."
paper given to the National Assor.2. for the Education of
Young Children, November 4, 1971.

** Although staff development is referred to as in-service"
training when it is part of an ongoing program, the term
will be used for both orientation and continuing educa-
tion activities.
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called upon to train workers in a specific program.
However, with only, minimal assistance from outside con-
sultants, many programs can take charge of their ,own
staff development activities.' The do-it-yourself method
has been known to work well in spite of the fadt that
those "developing" and those being "developed" are.some
of the same people. Consultation from knowledgeable
sources can aid these efforts.

The success of staff development depends upon care-
ful planning and evaluation. Planning should'begin with
a statement of measurable goals or anticipated outcomes.
Evaluation attempts to determine how well these goals
have been realized.

Continuing guidance is needed in skill development
r

services, curriculum planning, community rela ipso
parent involvement, the integration of supportive

and program evaluation. Administrative upervisory
.staff as well as direct service *vierg' social workers,
nurses, teachers, cooks c e ans, volunteers) should
be involved so that c_ornmOin philosophies and goals call be
developed.

Programs for young children require a high degree
of personal investment and individual initiative, and the
interplay between knowledge and practice is vital. Staff
development sessions should therefore give equal weight
to the theoretical. bases for practice and to workshop
experience. Training should provide every employee with
opportunitied to try out new procedures and to evaluate
his or,her effectiveness. Individual differences are
recognized and valued! Pach person must feel known and
suppqrted.

'As the center is uesigned to reach into the very
fabric of family life, it must communicate positively
with those it seeks to serve. Every staff member is the
bearer of this communication. It is the burden of staff
development to build for each individual both adequate
skills for his particular job and a sense of conviction
and commitment about the program 'as a whole. 'Before
opening day new staff should have an orientation to the
community which includes t) an awareness of the history
of the neighborhood, its problems and resources; 2) the
language, customs, and life styles of the community;
3) some basic concepts of child aevelopment; and 4) an
understanding of the children's special habits or pre-
ferences in the particular neighborhood.

There should be some opportunities for observation
of children in actual situations and activities designed
for the development of competencies appropriate to each
:-;aff position. Each staff person should understand
the concerns .of workers from other professions repre-
!..--lnt(.!d in the program. There should be a general
ori.Pntation for everyone to the annual evaluation plan.
'rho pre-service training should include also an
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orientation of parents and their children to t#he prugrazn.
Once the program has begun, there will be a liblad for
training on a continuing basis.

Staff development helps social workers to diffettn-
tiate their roles from those of their colleagues. For-
example, all workers need,to know what the capabilities of
the social worker are and his-or her expected functions...
A. systematic process-of communication will enable the
social worker to respond to a requett effectively. if a .

teacher recognizes a family problem, there are several
ways of bringing it to the social worker's attention.
Such communication can range from a chance conversatio
the corridor to a written memorandum which clearly states
the problem, how it camVto the teacher'S attention, an
what helping activities have been tried. The informal
chat is valuable as a supplement, but is woefully inade
quate as a referral in itself.-..

The staff development process employs several typ
of activity such as lectures, role playing, encounter
groups, simulation games, and practice demonstration

The Lecture Method

For many years the lecture method and other
varieties of didactic teaching-learning relationships
were the sole techniques used in staff development. This
method brought an "expert" in a particular field together
with a group of people as an audience. In most instances
the group's Only opportunity for pa-ticipation Was in a
question-answer period, usually at the end of the lecture.

Although some lectures are effectift, such an in-
active role for the learner generally leads to very little
behavioral change. This technique has been effective on
occasions when small group discussions followed the
lecture, with a participating role defined for the
teacher-consultant.

For the most part, however, the lecture method is to
be used primarily to supplement other forms of teaching
and should not constitute the whole of the staff develop-
ment program. It has been most effective when used as
an introduction to an on-going staff development or
training program.

Demonstration

In this activity the task is per
edgeable person while others observe
when staff members, as learners, ar
actual teaching or interviewing. A
ation period, the demonstrator and
interpret what took place.

This approach often works we
person interaction forms the con
Textbook situations are often ar

00

formed by a knowl-
. It is effective
allowed to' observe

fter a quiet observ-
observers discuss and

11 because person-to-
tent for discussion.
tificialp especially when
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they fail to consider ethnic and regional differences.
In d demonstration, children and parents with whom the

_:staff will actually be working are observed in real
situations.

Demonstrations need not be limited to the center or
school building. Sitting in on policy advisory group
meetings or spending a day with the social worker or
program director can prove equally useful in staff train-
ing. In such instances a follow-up session is necessaryt
participants learn by discussing their observations.

Group Discussion

This..activity brings participants together in a
small group where discussions can focus on inter-personal
relationships rather than on intellectual content as in

lectures or demonstration workshops. For example, a
social worker,,nurs, teacher, director, and parent can
be asked to give their responses to a case study. Such a

case history Mould be selected prior to the meeting with
much thought given to what inter-personal relations will

be discussed. When the staff is new and in need of some
understanding of roleftrelationships, the following
example may prove useful for(discutislons

PRIDEFUL PLAINFIELD

The integrated community of Plainfield was proud or
its cooperation between its black and white residents,
and most partiCularly of its day care center.

The residents of this community of 50,000 are mostly
in the $10,000 to $15,000 income category, a level too
high to qualify them for federally-assisted programs dike

Head Start. They do not, however, earn quite enough to
send their preschool-age children to the nearby priVate

school.
Two years ago they decided to develop a community v-

supported school. Several committees were formed and
work was being accomplished through an almost equal amount
of support from white and nonwhite parents.

The school became a reality after fourteen months.

Two rt.ually qualified residents (one black and one white)
owere°4ired as co-directors. Each had a child in the
progrAm, which*reduced their salaries by the amount of
tuitii)n, and lowered the budget for personnel to that

exter4v. The two children, however, did not get along and

were .'constantly fighting whenever they saw each other.
They were the same age and were in the same roam. Their

room assignments were changed, but they fought during
:coi.p plan period in the yard, on the school grounds at
!ir;niu3al, and whenever possible. At this point, the
,.:0-Lrictorl feel that the other's child is at fault

ty-.;i4.;e they are both able to pont out instances where
ot(L2r. plrson's child caused 'an "incident." The

00 0 2 7
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co-directors are now not speaking to each other. However,
they transmit messages to each other through school per
sonnel who are trying 'to be understanding and helpful%

The staff has begun to take sides. Those who take
the side of the white co-director are labeled "racists"
while those on the other side are called "black

militants."
Things got out of hand so quickly that rational

forces /were unable to remedy the situation before it
reached its present state.

What would you do if you were:

1. president of the Parents Association:
2. a member of the local NAACP assigned to help;
3. a teacher in the school;
4. a social worker;
5. a nurse;
6. the local principal called in to help;

7. a consultant from a nearby college called in
to help?

The brief example of Prideful Plainfield is used as
a smging point for group involvement. A professional
social worker can point up relationships between material
being discussed and information useful to the staff.

It may prove helpful to use Prideful Plainfield as a
guide in writing up an example of direct relevance to a
specific situation in the reader's on-going program. In

other words, this technique can be used in discussing
problems already identified or widely anticipated in the
program..

Use 'of Mass Media, Audio and Video Tapes

Newspapers and magazines are helpful,for developing
materials for discussion groups. Participants can role
play (enact roles they have observed but never performed)

or reality play (be themselves). Time is allowed f r a
feedback or l back session following role playin
Feedback is group scussion which allows expressio of
individual feelings regarding a preceeding activity. This
requires a certain amount of accurate recall, and there-
fore such sessions are most effective if they immediately
follow the role playing.

Audio playback using a tape recorder or video play-
back from television tape has obvious advantages over

recall. Video tape equipment is relatively expensive, but
it is gradually coming into the budgetary range of many

programs. When this equipment is used to replay a staff
development session, the problem of participants' recall
is virtually eliminated. Tape can be erased and used
again immediately, or it can:be stored for future train-

ing sessions.
The training possibilities for video tape are

no
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numerous, and staff are continually discovering new uses.
Family interviews or problem-solving sessions can be
played back repeatedly, providing new perspectives on con-
tini:411y unfolding interactions, such as the child's
response to mother or father or to another chi],d, much of
which normally goes unnoticed.

Whenever verbal feedback or taped playback is used
there needs to be a discussion leader who keeps the dis-
cussion, goal oriented. Audio or video tapes of role
playing confrontation scenes have novelty value which
often is necessary to pique the initial interest of parti-
cipants. Over time, this reward cannot and should not be
,expected to sustain interest. Techniques, equipment, and
activities are subordinate to the ultimate objectives of
developing interaction skills and increased understanding
of human behavior.

Planning

In p
following

1)

2)

3)

a Workshop

lanning fora staff development workshop, the
guidelines may be of assistance.

After program and activities have been discussed
and final decisions made, someone should be as-
signed the task of writing up an agenda for the
meeting. A copy should be provided for each
participant, and extras made for those who may
attend meetings unexpectedly.

A packet of materials should be prepared for each
participant, including a name tag, an easy-to-
read map of the immediate area showing eating
places, the residential area from which clients
will come, and related centers of interest. A
listing of staff members, their addresses and
job assignments, and a history or description of
the program, including its basic philosophy,
should also be provided.

Useful information regarding the services of
local:agencies (welfare, hospital, housing) in
ready-prepared pamphlets can be included in the
participant's package.

4) The schedule Of.activities should allow timelfor
participants to chat informally between sessions.
For example, if two morning sessions are scheduled
they should not be planned for 10:00 to 11 :00
and 11:00 to 12:00. There should be at least a'
half hour between sessions.

5) If the workshop is to cover several days and'
some participants are from out of town, infor-
mation rer7ardin4 theaters and other local
entertainment should be made available.
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6) If groupings are pre-arranged, thought should be
given to heterogeneous groupings: pairing ex-
perienced workers with inexperienced.ones, males

' with females, teachers. with social workers, and
so forth.
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Chapter III

Program Development' Contributions of
Social Services

Young children bring with them to day centers or
schools* many things that show but never tell, things
that determine their responses to the new situation. Some
are personal, characteristics such as age, sex, or race.
Others are personal values learned from their families,
which give meaning to these inherited characteristics; ) ,

social values that determine attitudes; motivational' and
adaptive maneuvers. Children of poor families, for
example, may learn behavior that has survival value at
home and in the neighborhood, but which is not always
adaptive for learning at school. Most children cling te-
naciously to their family loyalties and;'values. If the
school rejects some of these attitudes and behaviors, the
child is in conflict, unprepared to meet the learning
demands of his teachers.

For the staff there are several choices. They may
reject the child's family as a deterrent to education and
social mobility and insist that the child be as different
from them as possible. In spite of recent innovative
trends, the home-school interaction is, still one of the
most crucial and least deyeloped areas of the_school or
child developmentcenterprogram. ExActations and cbn-
cerns range from parent` apathy in depressed rural areas
to parent-community demand's for complete control in
demonstration districts of the ciied. Whether the lack
of interaction stems from withdrawal or attack, the effect
upon the child is devastating; he is placed between two
different and dissident worlds and expected to function
competently in both.. The child may join his parents in
rejecting school and become a mental and emotional drop-
outt or he may accept the.new world of school and reject
his parents; or, confused and frustrated, he may reject
himself.

An alternative approach .for 'he school ;is to view
families as educational` and level pmental reso'urc'es ,and
to seek to join with them in work tg 'toward mutual goals.
days must te found to relieveltressors that distract
some families from their 'arental responsibilities. The
joint effort also implies 'a wiliiingness td work for in-
,;titutLonal change, reexamining norms for "appropriate"

* focus; is broadly defined as early childhood programs,,
case of writing..the authors will use the terms,

"csnter," "prsschool," arid "school."
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student behavior and developing more effective programs
and methods. The authors are committed to strengthening
involvement in such a partnership with center or school
staff. Social services have an important part to play
in this joint endeavor. In the following pages we offer
suggestions and examples to social workers for promoting
the success of this partnership.

Children and Their Families

Getting Started

Outsiders must learn to communicate in a meaningful
way before family and neighborhood resources will be open
to them. In order to communicate, we must first under-
stand the way in which a person views the world, ourselves

included. Because we all have some values in common, it

is not always easy to accept values that differ from our
own, and this increases difficulties in communication.
For example, education can be "the road to better things
for one's children and oneself," or "an obstacle course
to be surmounted until the children can get jobs."
Authority can be "security, to be taken for granted," or
"something to be avoided." The street can be a "path for
an auto," or a "meeting place, an escape from a crowded
home."

Although understanding begins with the ability to
make generalizations, it would be a mistake to approach
people in any particular neighborhood as if they con-
formed to -stereotypes. Such misplaced literalness will
lead to confusion and perhaps even to unfortunate con-
sequences. Which generalizations apply? The Appala-
chian hills and hollows, the Indian reservations, the
urban ghetto, the migrant enclave, and the working class
neighborhood, all show diverse ethnic patterns.

Early in the program the social service staff can
begin work on a detailed description of the neighborhood
and its ethnic culture. Reading studies already pub-
lished on similar groups will provide guidelines for
observations; stereotyping can then be avoided. Social
service aides chosen from the neighborhood can be
valuable sources of information. During group discus-
sions, parents can'be asked about judgments they have
made in specified situations; their comments will pro-
vide a wealth of detail about their own environments.

By pooling information from many sources a social
worker can obtain a complex description of the neighbor-

hood. This information should be available to all staff

as early as possible, perhaps even before the program
begins. Good communication based on common understanding
will help staff to work with greater sensitivity and

effectiveness.
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Families are the chief socializing agents for young
children, but many are unaware that what they say and do
has such tremendous impact on their children's behavior.
Parent involvement does not simply entail loving one's

children; it implies Iolroviding muningful interaction to
promote their healthy development. If parents engage in
a discussion of child development some afternoon in a
group meeting, there is the possibility that they will
do something different the next evening at supper.

For example, they 'an help children learn how to
carry on a conversation. Conversations among pre-
schoolers often involve one-word exclamations--"Don't!"
"Quit it!" "Come herel"--all one word sentences. En-
couraging more complex language usage will help later on
in learning the reading, writing, and listening skills
that one needs for school. Ideally, all families should
sit down to eat at least one meal a day together. It
need not be an elaborate meal; itis the social and
verbal intercourse that matters. It is hard to sit down
together as a group and not talk. Eating together de-
velops a sense of communion.

A mother who has four young children to care for is
likely to use only simple conversation during most of the
day. She may enjoy the opportunity for more adult con-
versation and sociability. When two such mothers pair
off to look after their children together for a part of
the day, such an opportunity is provided. One important
by-product of a cooperative day care center is this type
of communication among mothers. Parent education
classes also help. If parents familiarize themselves
with the day care center first, they can better explain
matters later when they come with their children.

Lack of home practice in motor and language skills
may contribute to the early failure of poor children in
kindergarten or first grade. The large number of male
drop-outs, beginning in the first grade for a variety
of reasons like behavior problems or educational re-
tardation, happen partly because the boys are not
attuned to any kind of fine muscle control. It might
be said that if a youngster has had only big toys to play
with, he will have a hard time getting through the first
grade successfully; if he cannot cut along a line with a
pair of scissors, he will have a hard time in kinder -

r'arten. Playing at home with tinker toys (or their
equivalent) helps to develop coordination for skills such

as writing.
(ne way 'to help parents is to provide a library of

toys lr.d equipment for loan for home use. Volunteers who

havo 41ven home demonstrations of parent-child Play
r%!ltionJnips have found that the parents were eager

r:any had never understood the value of play
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for child development. Home visitors teach the family to
play together, and then expand into neighborhood groups.
Social services staff help groups of parents structure the
neighborhood situation so that play builds on educational
and developmental themes. It is good for children to see
their neighborhood utilized colleOtively, with the help
of the adult generation, to create a place in which they
can pursue their own interests and from which they can get
some sense of achievement and satisfaction.

A family "quiet time" is another activity that calls
for a neighborhood plan. This is a fifteen- to twenty-
minute daily period for reading or study in which all
faMilies on the block agree to participate. It is a com-
mitment that indicates to the child Support of learning
by the whole group. During this study time parental
attention rewards participation in a situation-in which
formal school language is used, usually by reading aloud.
There are other repetitive, enjoyable, and rewarding
out-of-school situations in which children learn how to
learn.

Encourage fathers as well as mothers to read to
children to demonstrate that reading and masculinity are
compatible. Too frequently, young children receive en-
couragement to read only from mothers and women teachers,
and this may have the effect of convincing boys that
school-related activities are only female-related. For
this reason, boys may reject school in their search for
masculine identity. With the aid of a dictionary, parents
need not be advanced readers themselves in'order to read
to young children. Even nonreading parents can motivate
their children to learn to read; they can look at picture
books or magazines with a child and tell a story by dis-
cussing the pictures.

Parents can also listen to their children read and
take them to the library frequently. Since libraries may
be unfamiliar to some parents, an aide may go along with
parents who want to get acquainted with the library's
facilities. Invite librarians to bring books to parent
meetings and to neighborhood homes, and ask their advice
on setting up a library in a day care center.

Parents should be aware that they show an interest
in school or center activities in little things such as
asking questions and giving praise and encouragement, and
by letting the child know they communicate with his
teachers. Parents can learn much from visits to the pro-
gram about the skills being taught and the kinds of
behaviors that are expected and encouraged. Aides and
teachers can guide parents in making observations in the
classroom or day nursery. Parents should be invited to
visit even before the program begins, to become acquainted
with the facilities and to meet the staff.

Booklets, pamphlets, and information sheets that are
simply written can be handed out and reviewed at parent
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meetings. Such materials serve as reminders later.
Parents who cannot read will benefit from the discussion
without being embarrassed.

Low-income parents frequently do not respond readily
to parent participation activities; although they may be
interested in their children's success and wish the best
for them. This reluctance frequently stems from a feel-
ing of inadequacy about helping their children achieve
in the outside world. There are several ways to involve
such parents in the program. Social workers may make
home visits, inviting each parent to a get-acquainted

. meeting. Follow-up calls by volunteers or parent aides
will be helpful. Since friends and neighbors can also
.contribute to the success of the center o school program,
invitations should not be restricted to f ilies with
children in the program.

Every.effort should be made to help n wcomers feel,
comfortable when they attend meetings. P nts will
generally respond favorably to persons kno to them.
Staff and others who make personal contacts on behalf of
the program should attend meetings, particul ly the ini-
tial cnes, to greet parents upon arrival, ac uaint them
with one another, serve refreshments, and ch t after the
meeting. Tranbportation and baby-sitting should be ar-
rang,:!.1 to parents to participate' in ac ivities at
the criter 0- school. Initial parent meeting are de-
sigre-t tc 1.,.roduce the program. Parent advi = ory boards,
parent education groups, and arrangements to e ploy
parents as paraprofessional staff will have th it

in the fi.rlt few orientation meetings. he
orientat:,o1 '-,erofits staff as well as families; it is a
time to exchnge ideas and information, to esta lish a
relatLonshie of nutual trust, and to begin disc ssion of
commo purpoaes and goals.

parents car work as teacher aWes, health, des,
library aid.;.... family aides, bus drIvers, cookb, and
clerical help. (Al al' intermittent basis, they c help
make teaching or clerical materials (simple book etsv
reading and ',umber cards, record charts) and assi t with
field tripe. The following additional examples c?me from
the Head Start experience.

Babysivters
In College Station, Arkansas, several parents helped

working mothers by arriving at their homes in the orning
in time to bathe, dress, and take Head Start child en to
the Center. Parents can take turns "sitting" in o der
to enable other parents to participate in evening
ar;tivities.

Interpreters
In a :ex',.can-American community, mothers acted

Lnt9rprotor3. Teachers and other children learned some
4ani.:;h vocabulary as a result of this new communication.
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f,.usical Activities
In California, a father helped one class with its

rhythm band. He suggested taping the music, and playing
it back on the borrowed tape recorder delighted the chil-
dren. This activity led to recording the children's
voices and songs.

Gardening
A grandfather in Mirginia helped children plant

flowers and vegetables. He talked with them about the
changing seasons, cloud formations, and oth'r weather
conditions.

/

StorytelliniLmtjallUne
In Fort Yukon,/ Alaska,,grandparents came in to tell

stories of Indian gods and folklore to the 30 Indian
children enrolled in the Head Start center.

Clothing Exchange
Parents can establish clothing exchanges, to which

staff and parents donate clothing for both adults and
children.

School Bus Aides'
For the first few days of a Head Start session,

parents in one Virginia county took turns riding the buses
to provide additional security for the children.

Librarians
In Indianapolis, parents are responsible for running

a Head Start lending library of books, phonographs, and
records to be circulated and enjoyed at the home.

Meal Helpers

ti

A. subcommittee of the Parents' Center Committde can
assist the staff at meal times. On hand from onhalf
hour before to one-half hour after the meal, mothers can

4 provide the extra help needed.

Dramatic and Costumes
Mother can collect clothing for cps-tUfie r dress-up

time, and can provide materials_an4= assistafice for the
making of paper-bag masks, eto".

Newsletter Editors
Mothers in an Ohio Cent5,--published a one-page

-44weekly newsletterfi Items 'included schedules, sites, and
arangements fox- -planDod'trips, birthdays of Head Starters,
"Buy-of-the.v.M6hth,'_!--fgeekly menus, parents' meeting notices
andl5e-sdb, and community events of interest to children
and dults,..-

Crafts"
In a community in North Carolina, several Head Start

itothers showed a class how to make corn-husk dolls.
Crafts may be familiar to the children, or may instruct
them in the arts and crafts of other cultures.
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EaliinmInIAAnaap
With two G rl Scouts as her assistants, a mother was

responsible for distributing, collecting, and storing
toys, paints, and equipment used by Head Starters. In
Puerto Rico, fathers built the furniture used in several
centers.

Photographers and Projectionists
Two motherd were responsible for taking snapshots

of each child in a Head Stait group. A center album was
arranged on a low bulletin board. Examined and enjoyed,
constantly for many weeks, the photos went home. with each
child at the session's end.

Interviewers.' Neighborhood Surveys
In Hendersonville, North Carolina, parents helped the

County Extension Service with a nutritional survey of
Head Start children. Information was gathered on the
eating patterns of 34 Head Start families. /

Health Aides
In a western community, the local Nursing Association

chapter trained mothers to serve as Health Aides. As a
result of-the experiences, some mothers found employment
as visiting homemakers.

Facility Renovators
The parents' committee of a southern Center completed

a clean-up, fix-up project two days before the Center
doors opened to the first Head Start class.

These activities bring together parents and staff as
partners, not as co petitors or strangers, to encourage
development and to mprove the child's daily living.
Neither can do this job alone or in opposition to the
other. The involv ment of parents can be the beginning
of their ever-widening participation in community life.
Well-directed parent participation can help determine the
climate of a neighborhood, and neighborhoods as well as
classrooms are important learning environments.

The Neighborhood

We have emphasized that people other than parents
are or can be important for learning in the social en-
vironment of the child. Social workers identify these
alternative sources of help and build.them into the
program. For example, tutorial help and guided play
*doh involve high school students once or twice a week
in .extensive conversation with younger children have been
successful. The teenagers devote a great deal of atten-
tion to the children without being parental authorities
who are sometimes distant and impatient. With limited
btlt specific objectives, other people in the community
c'in bq helpful. Policemen, for example, can be encour-
tved to hLvo rr!a1 conversations with children instead
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of speaking in one-word sentences or commands.
All social environments are learning environments; as

environments differ, so do the types of knowledge that
children acquire overtime. Social workers can extend the
'learning process beyond the school and into the neighbor-
hood. They can make use of parents, siblings, and
neighbors to build up a genuine extension education within
the community.

In urban areas it is useful at times to think of
families as clusters rather than as individual units, when
considering them as educational resources. Neighborhood
organizing makes it possible to distribute the burden.
Older retired adults who like to read and who have time
and living space for reading can contribute their help,
particularly with younger children.

In one inner-city neighborhood, six women organized-
20 homes with living rooms for after-school study. College
and high school volunteers came in to supervise, give
help, and answer questions. The residents provided milk
and cookies. Some neighborhood men came in to read or
play quiet games. People of all ages can contribute to
this type of community activity.

Efforts to provide school-oriented language models
for minority children should encourage children to be
bilingual, rather than trying to replace the language of
the home with that of the school. This will work only if
the school makes the neighborhood dialect a recognized
and available language option. Parent groups can aid in
educating teachers in the neighborhood dialect. Parents,
teachers and bilingual neighbors can be brought together
in conversation groups to facilitate this effort. If
possible, children should be present when parents are
teaching staff about communication patterns in their
neighborhood.

The staff social worker car& also help establish
community learning stations where children have an op-
portunity to experience real objects (e.g., street
maintenance equipment) as a preliminary approach to con-
ceptual learning. Advance planning with teachers will
insure that these experiences will not be for "show and
tell" and then forgotten, but will be continuously linked
to experiences in the classroom. Children will learn
to integrate their in-school and out-of-school learning
into a continuous fabric.

For children in inner city neighborhoods, after-
school play is essentially fragmentary in organization
and oriented toward the youngest child participant. The
youngsters will usually include others willingly. The
organization of a neighborhood play club, in which
leadership rotates among the parents, can provide a de-
velopmental after-school experience. Parents thus learn
to appreciate the role of teacher-leader, and to take
responsibility for organizing children's learning ex-
periences.
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The social worker should be direct in helping
parents plan and organize their programs. Staff members
know what the possibilities are, and the "What would you
like to do today?" approach-is not likely to elicit any
answers. Professionals are responsible for providing ap-
propriate information; parents need to have alternatives
and possibilities clarified for them, in order to choose
a course of action. Generally, structure should be
provided only as a guide, allowing parents to'expand upon
it and develop it themselves.

Programs for using neighborhood resources too often
tend to be "tacked on" to a lesson plan,, rather than being
integral parts of the children's learning experience.
Field trips and guedt speakers may be viewed, as diversions
and treats, or as distrattions and burdens; in either case
they are usually undertaken in an 'occasional, ad hoc
manner which indicates their actual status' as minor and
peripheral activities. Consultation and help should be
available from social service staff; teachers, and other
resource people. This is not an effort to structure the
entire life of the child or to eliminate individualized
activity; it is an effort to enrich, both the home and
neighborhood environments by providing more than fragmented,
poorly equipped and facilitated, "lowest common denomin-
ator" activities. This is not a substitute- for,extra-
curricular use of the school by older children! but it
recognizes that the "community school,"Jlikghly desirable
though it is, cannot be equated with a ,well-developed
and integrated home and neighborhood community. All
adults should feel free to provide some kinds o guidance
for other children as well as their ow*, to extend .the
parent role'beyond their own "territory4

The Community

All too little, attention had, been paid to the
ecology of child development our society, especially in.
urban areas where a variety of institutions can contribute
to the.learning experience. Even very young children can
;et a sense of the relationship betweeh their lives and
neighborhoods and the larger society if this is given
proper emphasis and if 'intermediate links 'are made
',/isible. For example, trips to factories where inner -city
parents are employed shduld emphasize the process of
;fitting to the factory (dn.a public bus), checking'in,
s:7;irl:: locker facilities, and finding one's way to the
acr:,Aal placo of work, rather than on touring the factory.
The policeman's activities can be similarly illustrated--
whether he makes his rounds by foot or car and whfte, he
:nay ,;13 "on duty," including police stations, call boxes,
courtrow1J, law offices, and jails. iedical clinics,

noJpital.;, public and private welfare agencies also
ce,n b,, 71si ?(1 in this way. Teachers should use these
ex--;(ercrJs in the classroom to providr3 in3truction
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-,relevant to the real world of the children and their
. families. The school world and the work-a-day world would
thuS be integrated into a total learning milieu.

With groups in larger cities coordination is crucial
to insure that community resources are shared fairly and'
efficiently. Coordinating bodiet can represent the pareTtts
to the school system at a level beyond the classroom or
the indiIidual child center.

In rural and small-town areas ;amines tend to be ..

scattered, especially.q,utside towns and hamlets, but tb.eyt",
display fewer cultural differences han families-in urbark-,
areas. Thus, integrating community institution's with
family and neighborhood life must minimize barriers to
learning produced by rural isolatioi.

As in the city, children in a ural area will spend
the largest part of their time in t e home and neighbor-
hood. But these environments may b extremely hetero-
geneous blocks of.households in small towns, heavily
settled "hollows" in Appalachia, widely separated and
scattered cabins in the "backwoods" areas of Michigan's
upper peninsula, Indian reservations, tenant farmer
settlements in predominantly black areas of the deep
south, and Mexicun-American villages in the southwest.
It is clear that planning in rural as well as urban areas
must reflect understanding and respect for regional,
ethnic, and rural-urban value differences. Group ex-
cursions pose a much greater problem, of course. However,
the school'bus can be used 'on a regular basis, as often
as once a week, to include in the daily rouie.4 meaningful
excursion or field experieitce. i_

We nave discussed above some of the ways\in which
social workers can involve parents and neighbOihood adults
in creating an educational process that is relevant to
the everyday and future lives of children. There is art
urgent need to develop an education system, be it school
or preschool, that Will strengthen family-life and further
the family's own developmental goals.

The staff's job is to educate; the child's job is
to learn, and the parents' role is to e.upport this learn-
ing. They need each other and must help one' another, *Jut
obstacles may arise. Instead of mutual aid and trust
there may he mutual cynicism, suspicion, hopelessness, and
antagonism. As agents of change, social workers act as
advocates, facilitators, and mediators. When -a child is
unable to learn in the classroom, the school will seek
information about his family and neighborhood life; it
must also be determined what in the classroom prevents the
child from using his home as a learning environment'.
Parent involvement together with professional leadership

0. can promote institutional change. Maximum feasibleparti-
cipation of the client is a meanSv .not a goal, of a social
service program.
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Parent organizations in elementary schools :can effect
modification of practices. related to grading homework
assignments, the language and legibility of notices and
forms, and so forth. Homework should be relevant to the
life of the child and commensurate with his abilities.
Instead of assigning reading homework, which parents can
get involved with, it sometimes happenc that a teanher
assigns some "new" math, with initructions not to helps
Report cards with checks in boxes or lists of alpha-
betical letters could better be replaced by written
reports containing diagnostic information and offering
suggestions for parental assistance.

Parent Advisory Boards

Activities that involve parents in the decision-
making process develop leadership skills, techniques,' and
strategies and Rive the participants experience with
social power. Rather than provide opportunities for in-
dividual families, we should enable them as a group to
secure opportunities for themselves. Parents learn this
through participation on advisory councils; on committees
for classroom special events, in specific interest groups,
and in organized block clubs.

When parents are an integral part of the program,
and not merely an auxiliary group with a peripheral role,
organizing their participation will begin in the early
planning stages. Their organization, like the classroom
or i.ursery, should be functioning on the first day of the
'program: This means an: intensive effort,-beginning early

wand continuing through the project year for as long as
is necessary to develop a strong and essentially self-
sustaining policy board. If budgefillows, a professional
consultant who has demonstrated success in developing
active organizations in similar neighborhoods can be.very
useful. Invite to meetings peoplewho already are active'
in churches, neighborhood improvement clubs, civil rights
groups, and so forth to discuss organization structure;
leadership needs, and staffing. It is a good idea to
include experienced leaders from other early education
or child development programs, and organizational leaders

.

and activists who will not actually, be members of the
parent group. Their experience will be valuable, and
they may help with future projects

Since parent meetings should commence at least two
wee:;:s prior to the opening of a new program year, these
:1,,:etings will provide information related to other aspects
of th program. It is important, however, to avoia

inform. ion transmission the sole_purpose of the
mer?tin:fs. emphasis shod be placed on encouraging parent
:raAions, criticLoms, and suggestions; the development of
par;i,:ipational skills is one of the major objectives of

first several r.onths of parent involvement. Special
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efforts should be made to develop leadership skills in
persons not already active in other organizations and
associations. It is likely that leadership will not be
discovered, but will emerge de ending on the task at hand.

The initial meetings of interim advisory committee
will determine procedures for e election of a represen-
tative group of parents. These parents will constitute
the permanent advisory committe , and will establish the
minimal rules of organization, such as terms of office
and length of rotating memberships. A discussion ,of the
responsibilities and activities of the advisory board
takes place during their initial meeting. There should
always be a'core group of experienced members on the
advisory committee.

Once the advisory board is well established and has
had time to observe the center or project in action,
there are subcommittees that may be useful in larger
programs. For example:

1) 1 staff-community relations committee to supple-
ment home visits (or anticipate them). Emphasis
is placed on acquainting the project staff with
the life of the neighborhood, rather than on
dealing with individual child performance and
problems.

2) An organizational liaison committee to maintain
communication and cooperation with other parent
groups, such as kindergarten mothers' clubs,
Head Start, Follow Through, Title I ESSEA, or
Parent-Child Centers.

3) A community resources committee which would
determine ways in which people and agencies
throughout the community could contribute to
the child center or school.

4) An evaluation committee which would participate
in planning program evaluation in general and
parent-community participation aspects in
particular. It could also be a "grievance
committee" to relay suggestions continuously
into the program. Persons with complaints could,
present them in a group context rather than ap-
pealing,singly to the administration.*

For the first few months, parents who plan to contact
community personnel, school personnel, or other organi-
zations may wish to "role play" or rehearse the scene in
advance and discuss what happens afterwards. Role play

* This suggestion does not minimize the responsibility of
social service and teaching staff for creating an atmosphere
conducive to dialogue and questioning about the program.
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has been used very effectively to offer comments and
su4sest improvements. Members should be encouraged to
help each other develop greater competence, so that staff
persons will not always assume the teacher role.

It is a good idea for parent organizations to have
neighborhood committees, in addition to functional com-
mittees such as those suggested above. Aides Who work
in the program but who livein the neighborhood can help
create and maintain neighborhood groups. Through such
contacts in the neighborhood the aide or assistant can be
especially effective. Too often aides are relegated to
routine or minor chores.

When evaluating parents' commitment, enthusiasm and
involvement, remember the old organizers' proverb: "If
you call a meeting and people don't come, don't ask
what's wrong with the people." Meeting schedules should
depend on the convenience of the parents, not of the staff.
Evenings and Saturdays may be the best time for working
parents.

Sheer participation is one simple index for deter-
mining commitment and enthusiasm. The mood of the parti-
cipants is also indicative. Do people tend to be docile
and information-receiving, or do they participate actively,
asking questions and giving illustrations? Another good
indicator is the extent to which participants will
criticize the program in "inside" conversations but will
defend it to outsiders. How would they respond, for in-
stance, if a neighborhood aide reported a forthcoming
newspaper criticism of the program? Would they concur or
would they protest?

Parent Education

Parent involvement for the enrichment of education
experience will also benefit the parents themselves.
Through routine contacts with school staff, informati
gained at parent meetings, and by participating in f eld
trips parents learn about teaching skills and techn ques
and learn to judge the quality of classroom educat on.
Educational films viewed with and without the so d track,
followed by disLussion, and guided observations n the
center or classroom, sharpen perceptions of st. f-child
interactions.

As parents gain understanding about the ducational
and *developmental needs of their children t -y will also
gain insight about their own needs, and ma" want a pro-
gram for self - improvement. Such a progr could include
basic education, such as a high school equivalency pro-
gram, or occupational training, such as/Courses for
teacher aides, nurse aides or community' aides.

.!hen suggestions for further adult service are
offered by families in the program, they should be eval-
uated by the staff for relevance to the development of
the child or to the enrichment of the home or
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neighborhood environmen/t. When. a request seems to be of
little direct relevanfie, the social service staff should '

locate the agency (e.g. vocational-adult education, union
spohsored adult education, nICA, church group, CAP, or
other) to provide this service.

/ In contrast to the widerange of educational programs
foy adults which focus on literacy, vocational skills or
4dademic achievement, there are parent education activ-
ities which focus primarily on family relations, child
'care, consumer education, household' maintenance, health,
/ meal plhnning, nutrition, and other tasks related to
family living. This kind of education is given by a
variety of professionals who can iOluence the physical,
emotional, social, and economic life of the family. The
staff social worker and community aides assume major re-
sponsibility for the recruitment .of family members, for
-organizational aspects of the prcgram, and for involving
various experts or resource persons in parent group
activities. The staff social worker can also contribute
information related to professional social work interests,
such as techniques for the management of problem behavior.
Teachers, home economists, adult educators, familylife
education specialists, psychologists, physicians--a
variety of professionals--can be involved at various times
in a parent education program. But "experts" must be
able to translate intellectual material into practical,
experiential terms, and they must have some knowledge of
group concerns.

One parent education meeting doesnot effect change
in living patterns or attitudes. Ideally, the parent
program should involve an individual for two or three'
years, with open entrance and exit for membership. When
parent groups combine forces, such as preschool (Head
Start) parents and primary grade (Follow Through) parents,
continuity can be maintained for a longer period of time,
and this is likely to be more effective.

Many neighborhood people probably will not have had
group experiences of this nature. With the possible ex-
ception of church groups, they are not joiners. Grade
schools have convinced them that there is little in the
home worth bringing into the school. By and large, the
school says--especially to poor children--that it offers
many things to benefit the children, their homes, and
their families. But it tells them there is nothing to
bring back to the school. Their ethnic culture is re-
jected; their oral tradition is incompatible with tho
school's written tradition, spoken in recitation. When
the child's native language is rejected, then language
learning in school becomes a self-derogatory activity
which may interfere with the development of reading
skills. For some programa social service aides should
be bilingual and bicultural, and there should be bi-
lingual presentations at parents' meetings. Music in
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te 'thnic style of the neighborhood could ease tension
befo:.e large meetings.

Parents' as Paraprofessionals

::social workers are involved in recruiting parents
into the program, in orientation and in-service training
and, in the case of social service aides, in task allo-
cation and supervision. These responsibilities are
extended if the center or school participates in a New
Careers plan, which integrates work apprenticeship with
academic courses. This' training leads to high school
equivalency, associate of arts, and higher degrees. The
social'service unit maintains an up-to-date listing of
employment opportunities for aides in order to enable them
to move laterally into other jobs in health, welfare,
mental health or teaching, or upward into higher status.
jobs s.lch as technicians. If the program is operating at
maximum effectiveness, no aide will stay more than a year
or,two before moving into a higher level position.

The role specifications, rights, and duties of aides
should be clearly defined to prevent under-utilization by
utconvinced professionals, or over-utilization by admin-
tratort who may be harassed by manpower shortages.
fining should involve their professional co-workers,

aid\.00d training designs allow for open discussions of
wtipAver difficulties each anticipates in working with the
other:,

rhe various responsibilities of a social worker who
serves as coordinator for a training program includes

1) Advocate--to look after the interests of
trainees and defend their point of view to agency
directors, instructors and supervisors.

2) Liaison--to help in creating and maintaining a
positive relationship between the trainees and
the college, day care or school program.

3) Evaluator--to assist in identifying those elements
which are indicative of success and to help de-
fine methods of qualitative and quantitative
aszessment.

4) Innovator--to help develop new ideas for im-
7rovirg the training program.

:n s.immary, early childhood education programs can
(ff- tri-r3e kinds of resources for family development.

l) (.,pportunLty for employment as paraprofessionals
in ,!-!qcation, health, nutrition, and social
services or as clerical or maintenance workers.

) Cpooctunity for adult education activities to
incr.r1.7.0 parentin4 and homemaking or home-
mainten2nce
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3) Opportunity for developir.c citizens yip skills
through participation on policy advisory
committees.

/involvement implies collaboration rather than the
complete control of either side. Parents and staff each
have something to contribute and something to learn from
the other. It means negotiating on an equal basis, avoid-
ing the hostility that results from an imbalance of
strength. Each side must listen to the other, and take
action on significant issues. Involved parents may set
curriculum goals because they are truly concerned with
and informed about their children's learning needs.
Professionals who are knowledgeable about learning pro-
cesses develop the educational strategies.

Parents and staff are mutually concerned about the
learning process, knowing that children must fulfill
t'nemselves intellectually, emotionally, and socially.
The development of interaction among parents, staff and
children is vital; the impact of home-center or. home-
school relations upon the well-being of children must be
recognized.

iv:any community residents are too busy parenting to
be actively involved on policy boards or as classroom
volunteers. In rural areas, evening meetings may mean a
journey of several miles along isolated roads. In cities
a mother may have to wait at an isolated buisstop or
subway platform for transportation to a distant child care
center. It is for these reasons, and many more valid
ones, that we support community involvement for adults
who have a stake in the neighborhood but who do not nec-
essarily have children in the program. The program should
be understandable and accessible to as large an audience
as possible. Beyond the parents, the neighborhood and
the wider community can be developed as learning resources,
possibilities all too often overlooked by conventional
approaches to early education. Ultimately, it is in the
neighborhood and community that the success of a day care
or school program must be tested against the rigors of
real life consequences for the child.
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One could reasonably argue that small children are
unimportant in the United States. Certainly any com-
parison of federal expenditures for children with
expenditures for military, industrial, agricultural, or
propaganda activities makes it Clear that we are fax more
willing to underwrite-private manufacturing companies than
we are the health and welfare of our 'Young. Onlyore-
cently, for example, did it become possible for working
:no :hers to treat child care expenditures as tax deduct-
ible. 7usiness executives, in contrast, have always
been able to deduct private jets, foreign travel, and
virtually anything else that would benefit their business
interests. We remain, in 1974, the only western nation
that does not provide a national children's allowance.

would it be like if we really cared, and trans-
thut caring into public policy? Sweden is one of.

any countries who care and who have established national
:)1....)1;rams for child development. In this chapter, we
:)rovide a description of child care in Sweden, based upon
resirch carried out in Sweden by one of the authors.**

Forsberg's iinnie Day Nursery

Forsberg's Minnie day nursery (daghem) is a beauti-
ful place to live from seven in the morning .until five in
tne afternoon. It is located in the midst of a new
development of single and two-family homes about a mile
from downtown Lund. The Center is in a one-story red
brick building especially designed for this purpose,
similar in style to the homes surrounding'it. The build-
in._;s and furnishings, many toys, and all equipment were
donated as a Forsberg family memorial; the Social Bureau
of :,und provides the operating budget. Building speci-
fications meet government requirements, and the program
is directly supervised by a professional social worker
in th:J Day Care Unit of the Social Bureau.

(11._; chapter ha.; been written from the perspective of
eAucator, in part to illustrate for the social work

r!-:,!?r z.or.e a:;pects of tnat orofession's practical

i!'.frmation prPsenteA in this chapter was gathered in
the 71unmer of 1970, At the request of the U.S.

of ',Mild Dqvc)lopent.
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The Social Bureau olaces children in the order in
which their parents apply to the Day Care Unit. Priority,
however, is given to working mothers, disabled mothers,
students, and single-parent families. Children come from
all parts of the city. There is easy access by public
transportation, or bicycles which are equipped wit
baskets designed for carrying young children. Fami es
in ail income ranges are represented, but none is very
rich or very poor. Priority given single-parent families
results in a preponderance of low-income children. Sweden
has a very small black population but, as far as possible,
every center including the fnnie has a mix of racial
and ethnic groups and attempts to maintain an even ratio
of boys to girls.

The Center accommodates 48 children:
1. eight in the one-to-two year group;
2. ten in the two-to-three year group;
3. 12 to 15 in the three-to-five year group;
4. 18 to 20 in the five-to-seven year group.

These groups or "departments" are staffed by:
1. two nursery nurses for the eight babies;
. one preschool teacher and one nurse for ten
two-to-three year olds;
3. two preschool teachers for 12 to 15 three-
to-five year olds;
4. two preschool teachers for 18 to 20 five-
to seven year olds.'
School starting age in Sweden is seven.

In addition to teachers and nurses, staff include
the director or headmistress, two kitchen staff, and main-
tenance workers.

Children arrive from 6:30 a.m. but not later than
10:30 a.m. Breakfast is served between 7:00 a.m. and
8:00 a.m. It varies every day, but typically consists of
cereal, yogurt, milk, bread and butter.

A free play period follows breakfast. For children
three and older, the half-hour between 10:00 and 10:30 a.m.
is for group activity, singing or playing games, led by
the teacher. For children under three this group activity
lasts for only five or ten minutes. Activities are
"flexible, depending on the children's interest."

Lunch at 11130 is unhurried, a time for learning as
well as eating. Afterward the children clear and wipe off
the table and rinse the dishes. Talking continues all the
time, with warm encouragement by adults. Children are
taught to manipulate utensils but are allowed to feed them-
selves as much or as little as they want, with no concern
for the mess and without coercion.

flap time is 12:30. All children must be in the
sleep-room for about ton minutes at the beginning of nap
time, but after that they may get up and play quietly if
they are not sleepy. A quiet corner is provided for the
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cJil.lren during this time. Cots slide upended into
"all closets, :.uch PS trays are stored in kitchen cup-
boardJ. They are easily folded up and put away after nap
tine. All children brush their teeth and are read a
story before nap time. Stories may be accompanied by
home-made picture books.

Activities begin again at about two o'clock. In good
weather the children play outdoors. Each age group has
its own fenced-in play yard with a sand box, and indoor-
outdoor carpeting in a pleasing green color. There is a
common garden for growing vegetables which the children
plant, harvest, and eat. Except for the babies, each
department also has its own kitchen and workshop, both
scaled to the children's size. The children do a lot of
cooking and baking, sometimes making their own lunches,
usin:; picture -book recipes. Boys cook as well as girls,
and boch also use the workshop. Great emphasis is
placed on minimizing sex role differences.

_Each age group has its own unit which consists of
two playrooms, one of which includes a kitchen and a work-
shop, a lavatory scaled to size, storage space for
materials and equipment, an office for staff, and an iso-
lation ,-oom for sick children. The isolation room has
-pets in co.;es and is set up as a "tea corner." When not
in U:;2 for a c'ck child, anyone can go in to watch the
animals.

Each child haJ his own cup, comb, tooth brush, and
towel in a separate open cupboard which is marked with a
fruit sticker to identify it for him. Each baby has his
towels, diapers, and changes of clothing in a separate
closed cupboard to guard against infection. There are
small toilets for the youngest lildren, and all toilets
have grates over the open seats o reassure the toddlers
and keep them from slipping in.

In addition to the age-graded departments, there is
a central section of the building which houses the
director's office, a receltion room for visitors, staff
kitchen and dining room, a lounge, and additional storage
closets.

The possibilities for activity are varied. In addi-
tion to sand and water play, cooking, and "shop," there
is finzer-painting, clay modeling, dress -up and dramatics,'
anal m-Jcic with rhythm instruments. Black and white-skinned
'loll.; of all :sizes, doll clothes, furnished play-house

con;-truction and stacking blocks in varying sizes,
push, pull, or ride, and slides and climb-

1-)para.; are used both indoors and outdoors. For
:iaoitJs :,re are carriages and strollers', cribs to

,11) win 10..; do,i,n to the floor to look out of, a milk
.1.-t)r2r-chan,;in room. Chidren change into

11-1T ,21,.r.h:-; fh-:--1 they arriv,), which Can be washed and
Qn .:o to indoors an:I outdoors there

roLLin;, crawling, hiding,
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and being alone. Everywhere there are
.s to touch, hear, and see. Tho'walls
h many collages in brij,ht and -soft colors
ent textures.- Iritetior balls are made
ety of woods; floors are vinyl tile.
windows for air an4=sunshine and a
ow, orange, blue or green, and de-
lap, flannel, seeds, snap shots,
sorts of shapes, sizes, textures
also made by the children.

Six hours a week f set aside for the staff to make
instructional materials. On the day of the author's
visit, nurses were making puzzles for the one-to-two year
olds.

The children are at liberty to draw, paint, or work
with clay or water4- They use large newsprint a yard wide
and five feet6ng and fist-sized crayons. They play
barefooteWthey ride tractors, wheel trucks, push a wooden
train n a-wooden track, sweep up the playhouse, and re-

ge large size doll furniture in the doll corner. A
two-year old boy comes riding by on a tractor--stops, gets
offi and listens'to the engine with a stethescope. A
l.r1 climbs up on a hobbyhorse. Three- and four-year-olds

-'sit at a small table and paint egg cartons. ,Some sit on
small rugs and play with farm aniftials; there an many
stuffed animals, small and carryable, huge and dragable.
Everything is washable and colorful. Flowers grow pro-
fusely indoors and outdoors and are cut for each small
table

The five- -and six-year-olds move freely in and out
of the fenced-in play yard, but are watched carefully. One
swings from a climbing rope; two others are in the dress-
up corner." Two boys and a girl are in the small "tea
room" (isolation room) drinking water in small "tea" cups,
watching and talking about the pets in four different
cage's. The 18 five- and six- year -bids have four large
play rooms (instead of two) and two small play rooms.

Starting at 2100 p.m, parents come to get their
children, but most come around 5:00 p.m. A teacher stops
to give a mother the "news of the day;" a toddlor catches
sight of her, runs to grab his pacifier frop--d'hook
labeled with an orange sticker, and rushes--to greet her.

Forsberg's Minnie is typical of the day nurseries
in Sweden. 14,-eeryes as a model-from which i;eneraliza-
tions may be drawn. While ,obterving the children and
staff at idnniein CheerfUl and energetic interaction,
one looks-to -see -Aether the varied activities are ran-
domly patterned or whether they are structured into a
curriculum for preschool education. And then one wonders
about the philosophy of child development that underlies
this social excharlie.
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:hilosoohy of Early ChildhoOd Education

The three major frameworks of the Swedish philosophy.
of early childhood education are those .of Arnold Gesell,
Jean riage, and Erik H. ErikSon. All three sources pro-
pourd the concept of epigenesis - the proper rate and
proper sequence for-normal development. They use'an in-
structional approach similar to that of the English
infant schools, i.e "the discoyery method." Programs
are designed to offer a physically and socially stimu-
lating environment in which children may "discover"
things about their world in a relaxed and informal way.
Teachers offer guidance but do not impose structure; they
teach children appropriate social behavistr for small-
group participation with other children and with adults
from other families. The.riational Board of Education
prescribes a rather vague goal for nursery school educa-
tion: it should "complement and supplement homes to
train to adjustment, cooperation, and solidarity with a
bigger :-,roup than the family."

'Then asked to state their goals for preschool,
education teachers list the following items.*

1. To learn to work in a group.
.2. To act spontaneously; to overcome shyness and

suppress nervous behaviors.
3. To learn good habits; to be tidy, punctual,

polite.
. To learn self -help skills, such as how tip dress

and undress. /

5. To learn respect for rules and prohibitions.
6. To learn to sit still and listen and to develop

concentration ability.
7. To develop manual dexterity, and skill in the

use of tools.
'3. To improve speaking ability; to overcome speech

defects.
To stimulate curiosity and discovery; to

\

stimulate aesthetic interests.
'0. fo learn motor control over one's body.
1L. To develop good hygiene habits.
12. To 1..arn something about nature and the social

environment--the community.
13. io prepare for school.*

follpwin; present2d in this section
i in :-)art on two rtensive studies of preschool

r. (,arri.2,1 out in 19,S-69 by E. Ltukat at the Peda-
, Al in.:fitly:2 o.f the of Gothonber6 and E.M.

!nl.v. of i,.)nd, and in part on J. ,,i;4211er's
, -.1i,;sp:;:-11or with toachors.

,oal 1, 1,1;t, on tho
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rh,,se goals are stated in much more general terms
tnan, for example, the program of instruction provided for
Soviet preschool teachers, which states:

""Five-year-olds should be taught to hold
scissors correctly, to cut evenly in broad
and narrow strips. Six-year-olds can be
taught to cut papers straight, in squares,
triangles and later houses, boats and flags.
Then they can cut circles in oval form, for
example, the outline of a chicken or airplane."*

Swedish preschool teachers are rot tied to such an
exacting curriculum; at present, they are free to choose
their own methods. Activities include painting, baking,
gymnastics, story-telling, group singing, efforts to
teach' color and form discrimination, and instruction' in .

traffic safety, which is given great emphasis in Sweden.
Staff must sometimes cope-with a Child Who does not

want to leave the father or mother wheil it it time to go
to school. Without exception, they report that they let
the parent stay for awhile. In the meantime, they talk
with the child and try to distract him from his distress.
They realize that gradual transitions lessen the shock
of separation; dependency is not seen as an annoying

Indepen en in routine self-help tasks increases
with age in n 'ry school children; however, dependency
in personal and emotional matters increases as well.
Staff behavior is important in developing or modifying
both types of behaviors. Center staff are ready to help
a child with dressing or feeding only if he really needs
help; they neither respond immediately nor disregard a
request; and they readily gratify his need for affection
and physical contact.

Aggressive behavior gives "the most trouble," perhaps-
because primary importance is given to, the development of
"good social adjustment." Of course, the occurrence or
absence of conflict is not in itself a measure of the
success of a nursery group; conflicts can be suppressed
as well as resolved. Staff behavior can create, prevent,
or inhibit conflict. In general, the more an adult inter-
venes in a group the fewer the overt conflicts, and com-
plete lack of adult interference in children's play leads
to more aggression in the long run.

When asked, "Was anything today worth a reprimand?"
some of the answers given were:

"A boy took matches to light a girl; I grabbed him
and took the matches away."

e

* H. Chauncy, Soviet Preschool Education, Vol. IL
Program of Instruction, U.S.A. 1969.
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"Some boys dug up the asphalt; we repaired it
together."

"A kid ran around while he was eating; I explained
why he shouldn't."

"A boy hit an upper cut to a girl; I explained,
'We don't'beat each other; we use words inead.'"

"The whole group took paints and scattered them
around; I talked to the group."

"A child beat up on another kid; I took him away
and sat him down."

"A child painted with another boy's paints; I took
the paints away from him and got mad."

The staff try to change aggressive behavior; usually
they attempt to reason with children to encourage sub-
stitution of desirable behavior for undesirable behavior..
They do not suggest an alternative behavior and reinforce
the preferred response. Teachers avoid trying to shape
behaviors.

Swedish child centers segregate groups by age into
separate rooms and play yards, but mixing occurs by
special arrangements between teachers of the separeate age
groups.

Even when children of different ages are playing to-
gether, groups are kept small. Children become fatigued
quickly in large groups; also, the larger the group the
greater thR teacher's tendency to carry out functions
ritualistically and the less her tendency to individualize.
Larger groups necessitate more formalized leadership and
more regimented activities. The teacher's voice rises,
she commands more, and fails to notice questions or
ignores them. Either. the teacher controls more and
stimulates less, or else she gives up so that the group
activity ends in chaos or conflict. The staff ratio of
one to five in Swedish child care centers allows for
small-group activities and much individual attention.

Integration with Comprehensive School

Preschool teachers want more opportunities for co-
operation with primary schools, and more efforts to
provide continuity of their programs with those the chil-
dren will encounter in first grade. They would also
pref.2r more closely connected preschool and public school
facilities, and at the least arrangements for professional
"visits" and observations between the two.

A re:;earch demonstration project is now in progress
at the Pedago;fical Institute in MalmO which is designed
to intec-rate a group of six-year-olds and their preschool
teachro into an ungraded setting with primary school
children L:rom seven to ten. This ungraded class situation
will oe conpLytely new, since it is current practice in
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Sweden for the same teacher to stay with the same chil-
dren through first, second and third grades. The
experiment will emphasize team teaching, and the pre-
school teachers are a part of the teams. It is hoped
that the teachers will socialize with one another, mod-
ifying attitudes and opinions and sharing information.

,Educators believe that preschools are too "unstructured"
while the primary level is too rigid. In this experiment,
two-thirds of the content material for the six-year-oids
is the same as that of other preschool children, but
one-third of the time is allocated to teaching reading,
writing, and arithmetic. Preschool teachers at present
are,not taught how to teach these' skills, and it is, hoped
that they will learn from observation of the primary 4
.teachers.

Staffing

Day nurseries are staffed by preschool teachers,
children's nurses, and students-in-training. There are
two teachers for each age group, except for the youngest
who are cared for by nurses, with a ratio of one nurse
to every four babies. If preschool teachers are not
available,,,qualified children's nurses may be used with
older children also. Students-in-training cannot be
counted as staff for purpotes of meeting the Board's re-
quirements. Preschools with only half-day sessions have
one preschool teacher in charge of each group and one or
more nurses working under her supervision. There must ,

be one trained staff person for every five children over
two years of age. In addition, each center has a
director, kitchen workers, and cleaning and maintenance
help. Samaritans or mothers' helpers take. care of sick
children who must stay at home. ,There is one adult for
each group of fifteen children:1ln leisure-time or
extended-day schools.

Administration

Parents pay fees to the local authority based on a
sliding schedule adjuSted to family income, family size,
and number of children in day care. But in no instance
is the cost more than four dollars (U.S.) per day for
day nurseries, and it is considerably les fbr low-income
families. Leisure centers for after- school care charge
from $2.00 to $6.00 per month. Staff 4-d social workers
who place the children complain that this limit on fees
is too low. Even though the program is not means-tested,
the fact that day cars is almost universally desired
yet limIted in supply leads to admission on the basis of
social need; this results in over-representation of low-
income families.

staff turnover is slow with the exception of workers
who are ierving an apprenticeship to qualify for accep-
tance into .th'e training colleges. All women employees
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in .,vi .2den are, entitled to six months maternity leave, and
r.ed not terminate e,r.ployment if are having a baby.
Icrale is high and the work is considered satisfying
rather than arduous. Tne staff are young, mostly in their
early twenties. They are female, primarily because
salaries are too low to attract men. One center in Malm8
walcomes conscientious objectors who work there in lieu
o f military service. The desirability of having male
staff is generally recognized, and the colleges.for pre-
school teachers are making vigorous efforts to recruit
r.ale students. The National Board is also considering a
raise in salary scale for preschool teachers to make the
work rlore attractive to men.

Leachers for _day nurseries and nursery schools must.
have completed three years of training at a state train -
in; College for preschool-teachers. Applicants for ad-
mLssion to the colleges must be nineteen years old, have
completed the nine-year comprehensive school or its
equivalent, hate had sixteen weeks practical child-care
experience, and an additional sixteen weeks work under
the supervision of a qualified nursery school teacher.

The reTzirements for admission,to training for
nursery school aides are nine years of comprehensive
education and three months practical child-care experi-
ence. Applicants for training must be at least
e intoon years old and give evidence g good health.

is provided for a period of five to nine months
art is j.ven by experienced preschool teachers in special
schools. Other. da care staff, with the exception of
teachers, must have ninety hours of instruction in child
development, health care,_. food and nutrition, and must
give character referPiices.. Job applicants are checked
against the case re&tster at the local social bureau.

The .lick Child

A physician comes to each .Ontwr once a. month and to`
day care homed twice a "thonth, and is on call as

nee,.!c:. All children have health checks before admission
and,shoUd already have had immunization shots at the
r:At,:rnal and child health clinics. The one-year-olds get
topical fluoride applications to their teeth. If a child
t' ::9s ill at tae Center, parents are notified and the
is child is kept in an isolation room until he can go

home. Home helpers are provided for workinj parents as
t colement to child centers or family day 'care when a

is ill. i -J.rents cannot leave work, these
ik::17.:rs can brIn; a sick child home and care for him

They-are available on It.eekends if parents are
aime :ieal-th Committees screen and employ home

;.nd arn,a,:e raining courses for them.,
ezuical investi-;ations ;;how that chil6ren in pre-

t'ive and six) rim no increased risk of
but ye.IA,;er children In day nurseries do. Some
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':.ecent z;wedish studies show that risk of infection varies
according to the child's home environment., Contagious
diseases among primary school children are more prevalent
among children who have not gone to nursery school than,
among those who have. Of course, from the primary
teacher's point of view it is better to have children
absent from preschool than from first grade. Swedish
nursery school children risk fewer accidents than children
of the same age who remain at home.

The Deviant Child

Case-finding for psychological problems is. done by
the physician. If referral to social services is needed,
the physician or teacher communicates with district social
worA:ers in municipalities having decentralized social
services, or with a child welfare worker in the central
Social Bureau.

The SocialBureau in Malm8, for example, employs
psychologists to work with the whole family when a child
is referred for help. In other places, if a psychologist
works directly with a child, the parents must first con-
sent to treatment. In Malmo:, district social workers
assigned to families rather than to specialized services
make recommendations to the Day Care Unit for placements;
there are three day care nurseries for emotionally dis-
turbed children and one day nursery for approximately a
hundred physically handicapped children.

'Y The typical staff attitude toward behavior problems
in the Centers is summed up by the director of Forsberg's
Minnie;

One must have time to listen, and enough toys
and space to play, and materials. There must
be room to run and teachers must be fair.
Children cannot tolerate injustice. When these
conditions are met, there are no behavior
problems.

Parents

Teachers are always willing to give parents advice
on child management when they think it is necessary or
when asked; there are from three to six evening meetings
for parents and staff at intervals throughout the year.
But there is no parent advisory committee or parent
participation in policy decisions. In fact, parents are
glad to have decisions left in professional hands at the
Center and at the Social Bureau.

Sometimes parents are too willing to leave their
children in professional care. Teachers urge them to
come for their children directly from work and not to
"do a little shopping" first. They leave bathing to
the parents, as this is an occasibn for physical and
social stimulation and a mutually gratifying activity for
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both child and parent. The teachers' main complaint is
that parents let the children stay up too late., so that
they come to school "tired and whiny."

Family Day Care

Family day care may be half-day or full-day and is
viewed as a supplement to, not a substitute for, ,group
'care. It is provided for children who are especially sus-
ceptible to infection or who have difficulties with social
adaptation to group experience. For parents who work
irregular hours, family day care also offers more indi-
vidualized service than day nurseries or prwhools. Some
children are given overnight care. It is aldb possible
to coMbine preschool with family day care when there is
no space in a day nursery and agroup experience is de-
irable.

/ v!unicipal day care homes are supervised by local
ch ld welfare committees. Homes are recruited and
_ censed by professional social workers. Placements are
ado taking into consideration parents' preferences re-

-7ardir,g location, and suitability of the day care home.
r2 r.:: a;;ency makes an agreement withthe day care mothe
cone: ruing the number of hours the youngster will be in
hr2r home, meals and mealtimes, vacation care, and other

cial workers from the Child Welfare Unit make
re.;ular supervisory visits. They serve also as a liaison
between the day care home and the working parent to avoid
7osoible sources of conflict. Payment and collection of
fee:3 are made through the Child Welfare Unit, not di-
rectly between parents and the day mother. Day care
mothers are paid only by actual days of care given. The
rate is $2i7O per hour, which is taxable, and a dollar
a day for food, which is not taxable. In addition, there
are benefits such as holiday pay, health insurance, and
pensions. gvernment grants subsidize 34% of the costs
for family day care, subject to the condition in larger
municipalities that, at least an equal number of places
b,) available in day nurseries. Day mothers must take a
ninety-hour course in child care given at the vocational
:school, for which they are paid a stipend. They are
al.;o encouraged to participate in staff conferences and
:):Iren-teacner meetings at their nearest Child Center,
to :-/; acquainted with.:the professional staff and learn
lo:e _.bou their philosophy of care.

nyz,lcians make day care home visits twice a month
-Lrvi, noerl above, if a'child becomes ill helpers are
L-1 101 71 hrinF; him home and care for him there.

..rt-Ltions to the Day Care Units show that a
Nr i. ty 1; :TI.r,!nts pref.!r iroup care to family day

asst:red of adequate health care and
:now that tiiq children will be provided

fItcilities, and supervision for

0 0 0 5 7
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play activities.

Lund also has a special arrangement called "the
three-child system." A nurse looks after three children
from three homes, using one home each week on a rotating
basis. Parents provide food for the nurse and children
when it is their turn, and pay the usual day care fee on
a sliding scale basis. The family must have a suitable
home with adequate space. The Social Bureau pays the
nurse's salary and transportation. The cost to the com-
munity for this "three-child system" is $3.00 to $4.00
per day, compared to $6:00 per day for group care.

Extended-Day Centers

For the past ten or twelve years social welfare
authorities have sponsored a program of leisure activities
called "preventive youth care" for children and young
people in neighborhood areas. The. municipality provides
recreation centers and sponsors other activities, while
the ultimate responsibility rests with the local Child
Welfare Committees. These social centers cooperate with
various local associations, and in some municipalities
there is a youth council which functionssas the coor-
dinating body between local associations and the child
welfare committee. A center serving about 10,000 people
will usually include a cafeteria, a hall for sports,
gymnastics and dancing, a larger assembly hall for special
programs, perhaps a. theater, a number of hobby rooms, and
small group meeting rooms or study rooms.

One such center, Ostergard in Malm8, is, open until
10:00 p.m. on weekdays and until midnight on weekends.
One of the services offered is a "child park" for children
aged four to seven. The charge for this service is about
190 for each child, while the mother goes shopping or
does errands. In the evenings there are small club meet-
ings for handicapped children who afterward join with
the normal children for recreation. At first, parents
of the mentally retarded children were apprehensive about
these mixed recreational activities, but the normal chil-
dren were prepared with some information on mental
retardation and the social mixing has worked out well.
There is a traffic school for very young children and for
the mentally retarded. There are also classes in cooking,
dramatics, painting, and social skills. A group of 150
parents of mentally retarded children, hold meetings at
the Center.

The Ostergard Center is located in a low-income
area whose residents are mostly immigrants, Finns,
Yugoslays, Greeks, and Italians. The library is staffed
by energetic and visionary librarians who have set up
an outreach program. They canvas the area, knockin on
every door, to offer people library cards and tell them.
about the library programs. Special sections are set up
with foreign language books from the immigrants'

00(08
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homelands, classes are given on requested topics,' and
there are citizenship courses for those who are working
toward naturalization. The library has a discussion
program on current political and social issues for which
they show films and invite guest speakers. They hope to
raise the general literacy level in the neighborhood so
that immigrant workers can take advantage of training
programs and get better payilig jobs.

There is also a theater staff who-write, compose
music and create sets for plays with social problem themes.
In addition to two weekly presentations of their own plays
for neighborhood residents, they have organized a chil-
dren's theater. Youngsters are guided in writing their
own plays, composing music, and acting in their'own per-
formances. Two days a week the theater group visits
medical and mental hospitals and nursing homes. Their
director explained that their aim is to "promote a height-
ened social consciousness and an awareness of issues which
require thoughtful citizens for participation."

The Cstergard social center is an example of the
extension of youth activities into the adult range, but
these activities are also extended downward to younger
primary children, seven to eleven years. Extended-school-
day programs have; in fact, developed in Sweden as part
of similar neighborhood community centers. The staff try
to create an extension of the home environment in which
students may get help with homework, ask questions re-
latir; to school, discuss their opinions about teachers,
classmates and friends, and pursue hobbies. Centers are
open ten hours a day, Monday through Friday. Some chil-
dren arrive at the Centers in the morning before school
starts and then are given breakfast. A hot meal or snack
is served in the afternoon. Children can leave grade
school and come to the free-time centers whenever they
are not in formal classes. The number of places is limited
to fifteen children per group.

Tuna Stugan in Lund represents a different type of
organization--a combined nursery school, preschool, and
extended-day program. This is the prototype for other
child centers now being planned; some extended-day pro-
..-,rams will be attached to youth centers and others will be
inte:-ra-Led with day nurseries and nursery school programs.

Handicapped Children

-.. child is cared for at home by his family and
d=u; 'xtra time and expense because he is handl-
ca-;,(1, L,h,?, family receives a children! disability
71.1 c.2. This benefit is intended to encourae families

wtnriicappd childrelloat home, rather than placin:r.
insYtutions. :.nocial state subsidi,?s of up to

tvallable for convertinv: and og,linpin
apartment:, to fit the nce of childrJn

a- zilind or cripplo.i. The :tato',7)./ernment al;:o
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provides loans for housing improvements.
The state reimburses the total cost of technical

aids for the handicapped. These are dispensed by public
and semi-public sponsors of medical care and are enumer-
'ated On, ",a list published by the National Board of Health
and Welfare in collaboration with the Institute for the
Handicappad. The prosthesis must be prescribed by a
physician from a specialized hospital department, a
county district physician, or in some cases by the dis-
trict nurse or work therapist.

Under the National Insurance Act children under
eighteen are entitled to nursing care at home if they
need special supervision for a considerable length of
time as a result of a physical or mental hendicap. "Home"
in this instance may mean a boarding home as well as a
family home. About 5,500 Swedish children draw such
benefits, and about half of these are mentally retarded.

Students with severe physical handicaps can obtain
the services of personal attendants; blind students may
receive library services such as readers. Deaf students
who cannot lip read, however, need interpreters and
these are not as yet regularly provided.

The Home Help service of the Social (Welfare) Bureau
assists families with handicapped"children. These helpers
are usually paid by the hour and employed on a temporary
basis, but they are increasingly employed in regular
positions. Home Helps have some training, but this needs
to be supplemented by more specific orientation to the
needs of different groups of handicapped persons.

An increasing number of mentally retarded children
attend day schools, even in the rural districts of
northern Sweden. They live during weekdays in hostels
in residential areas, and on weekends they live at home.
Formerly, most mentally retarded children who received
special education were in one of thirty boarding schools.
Now half of the children live in their own homes.

If a young child who is mentally retarded cannot
stay in a group, he has the right to individual training.
Two and three-year-olds have teachers who come into the
home one hour a day not only to teach the child, but to
instruct th- mother as well. In northern Sweden where
distances arz great, there are mobile libraries of toys
and educational materials called "lekotekos."

All retarded children are entitled to nursery school
experience from the age of four, if their parents request
it. There are eight trainable or eleven educable chil-
dren to a group, with one teacher and one assistant, for
o half-day session. Teachers must determine whether a
child is likely to profit from further instruction in the
nine-year comprehensive school; if necessary, a retardod
seven-year-old child may remain an additional year in

nursery school.. ireschool emphasizes training in con-
cepts and social f ills.

:P) 0
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hostels. Each of the training classes has one teacher for
every five student:. Nost of the day is spent in self-
contained classrooms. The teacher, students and special
subject instructors also use the central areas for textile
weaving, wood- and metal-working, ceramics, and home
economics classes.

For other pupils who must attend special education
classes and who cannot live in their own homes, a dis-
tinction is kept between the need for housing and care and
the need for education. Planners see little need for in-
creasing the number of boarding schooldLand instead provide
for foster homes or group hostels. The basic aim of all
provision for the mentally retarded, as for other handi-
capped children, is for nortalization. The intent is to
develop all capacities whiai-ban diminish the severity of
the handicap, and to integrate the handicapped child into
normal society as much and as often as possible. The
normalization policy and the commitment of national
resources it involves is a beautiful example of social
welfare provision. There is much to learn from the Swedish
experience to inform our own planning and practice as we
search for ways to join the concerns of social services,
day care, and early childhood education.
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Introducing Program Innovation:
A Case History

The process of introducing and promoting organi-
zational innovation has implications for the community
development aspects of social work. This process has been
seldom documented. The following log is a summary record
from which relevant generalizations can be drawn for other
special programs in elementary schools. This log repre-
sents a detailed account of one project director's work
during a two-month period, between the introduction of an
innovation at a national conference of project directors
and the submission of the project proposal for continued
funding.

The federal staff asked project directors to act as
change agents in their home communities. Each community
was to choose and implement a model curriculum for chil-
dren in Follow Through. A range of models was available,
and the educational researchers who sponsored each type
were on hand at the conference to explain their particular
instructional method to project directors. During the
year of implementation, Follow Through projects were to
have generous amounts of consultation from model sponsors,
in-service training for project staff, and additional
funds for special equipment and instructional aids. After
the conference the directors returned home to discuss with
their colleagues in the Board of Education office, and
with parents of Follow Through children, the choice that
would best suit their community.

The reader may recognize familiar scenes: tension
between the goals of racial integration and efficient
service delivery to a centralized location; the vicissi-
tudes of organizing parent advisory boards and maintaining
relationships with Head Start, Community Action, and the
Board of Education staff, including the superintendent;
the difficulties of keeping all interested people simul-
tlneously informed; the anxious rush to meet deadlines
and the perpetual reprieves; the allocation of power
disproportionate with responsibility. Following is the
vir:w from the change agent's desk, with commentary by the
authors as they look over his shoulder, so to speak.

Tueday, rebruary 27

This mornin4 I met with this past year's professional
to." and described the instructional models, explaining
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that we would choose one, probably the Engelmannl approach,
for next year's project. They were uncertain about the
Englemann model, and our early childhood specialist wasn't
sure she could go along with it. Also, the parent involve-
ment component `remains an anxiety for the staff.

(The federal staff of Follow Through expected that
parents would be involved in local program decisions.
It appears that the Follow Through director made
important decisions without parents and only mini-
mally with professional staff, instead of making
recommendations and allowing for possible rejection
of his suggestions.)

Thursday, February 29

The Director of Research, the Assistant Director of
Instruction2, and I reviewed several of the approaches that
were presented to us (at the national conference), but went
into some depth with the Engelmann model and talked more
about the Individual Programmed Instruction (IPI) approach
from Wes Becker. We also talked about the block school
approach to parent involvement and, what it might mean to
us as a District.

(Eight Communities selected a model of Parent Imple-
mentation similar to the parent-controlled Harlem
Block School Plan.)

Russell, of course, could not see turning over as much
control to parents as the Harlem Block School plan was ad-
vocating; but he certainly was sympathetic to the fact that
there is a great need for project participants to feel more
closely involved with, and have a voice in determining,
what the schoo)1 becomes and how it operates.

(The rejection of the Harlem Block School Plan would
be a natural expectation for an administrator who up
to now has been making decisions regarding a major
educational change for a community without consulting
resident parents.)

We also talked about the need to inform the school distridk's
consultants about the plans for the project, and to look for
ways to involve them and tap their strengths and knowledge.
I talked with the Superintendent to get his feelings about

1 A model based on behavioral analysis and small group
instruction, with a highly structured skills training
series.

2 Pseudonym: have been used for people on the Board of
Education staff. ?ositions, of course, are correctly
identified.
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the centralization idea* and he seemed supportive. I also
discussed with,him the need to visit Dr. Engelmann's pro-
ject and he encouraged me to go ahead and arrange such a
visit.

On Thursday evening I made a presentation to the
,County Conuunity Action Program Board about this year's
activity. I closed by generally describing the centraliza-
tion of the project, the opportunity to participate in new
instructional approaches,: and the great need for their
resources in the program. They seemed highly receptive;
in fact, they applauded at the end of my presentation.
I regard them as a good resource that can be involved in
developing the project.

(The County CAP may have been applauding the
centralization idea for possible increase in staff
integration and quality education for the poor.
They may have cared very little'about the education
model, since it was apparent that certain major
decisions had already been made.)

rr "rids fl :.arch 1

(Arrangements are made for the Follow Through Directon
the Director of Research, an early childhood specialist,
one teacher and'the assistant director of instruction to
visit the Engelmann- Project.)

.ionday, larch 4

(Report on Follow Through is presented to the admin-
istrative councilthe principals--of the district. Brief
introduction of notion of an experimental instruction
model.)

Tuesday, Parch

I met with the Superintendent of Schools for about an
hour and a half, during which time I attempted to inform
him in some depth about the various models that we could
be working with next year in the Follow Through Project.

(It would be natural to wonder at this point when
oarents will be consulted or even informed!)

He h:6 seen a televirion program on Twenty-First Century
(C1).,) which described the Engelmann Project. He said that
he haJ some questions about the method but could see that
it ,JLI some possibilities. He again encouraged me to go
lheall with the centralization notion and thought that it
certainly seemed to make sense in a lot of ways. Yet I

:e brLr;ir.; all Follow Through children into one school.
oreceeditv year they were located in different

m?i,..borhool sohoolo.
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think that he is somewhat reluctant to accept centraliza-
tion completely; it seems to him to be a retreat from our
initial efforts at racially balancing some classes. He
wants to protect the effects of Follow Through students
being exposed to larger numbers of white middle-class
children.

(Centralization seems to be a more serious concern
than selection of a model. It raises issues related
to integration and quality education for all income
groups, and would naturally be of greater concern
to the superintendent.)

Wednesday, March 6

The day.was spent in visiting the Prairie School in
Champaign- Urbana, which is using Individual Programmed
Instruction materials on a limited basis in first grade
rooms and just beginning to use them in some kindergarten
rooms. I might summarize some reactions to the days at
Champaign-Urbana by saying that, first of all, both the
teacher and the early childhood specialist who came along
felt that both the Engelmann approach and the IPI material
were promising. But they both felt, as I did, a certain
amount of anxiety about preparing themselves and other
people for such an undertaking.

(This model was a radical departure from the direc-
tion in which most early childhood programs were
going. Anxiety about it was rampant among many
early education specialists.)

Thursday. March 7

We discussed the need to visit the Arizona Project
(Marie Hughes) to get a better understanding of their
methods. We want a chance to look at two separate pro-
grams. From a strategy standpoint, being able to say to
all people concerned that we had looked carefully at two
different approaches and based our recommendation upon
this deeper investigation would put us on firmer ground.
I plan to present to our parents the range of alternatives
from which we can choose, and tell them that after looking
in depth at two of them one seems superior to the'other.

(The Arizona model was not a good'choice for com-
parison because its approach is toward the opposite
philosophical extreme from the Engelmann model.
It appeared, though, that the choice had already
been made and the visit to Arizona was to satisfy
parents who might question an early choice without
adequate review of other models.)

This morning I started Li calling Dick 1.;chminke, the
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national consultant to our project. He will visit here
on Tuesday evening, ',.arch 19, for as long as is needed.
I also talked to the Head Start Director, Fred Irish, about
wars to mesh Head Start and Follow Through to form a con-
tinucy,',s developmental experience for the children. We
talked about ways to share resources between the two pro-
jects, such as a Parent involvement or parent participa-
tion person, a health services person, a psychological
services person, and a social services supervisor. I also
talked to the District Demographer. I had heard at an
informal gathering on Friday afternoon that Steve Wilson,
Director of Pupil Personnel, was now saying that the
possibility of centralizing next year's Follow Through
Project at Glenoaks School may not be possible. Steve has
asked Orv; the demographer, to look at alternate plans for
this, and also at a plan for beginning to racially balance
the schools.

(He talks to the Superintendent about a trip to visit
the model sponsor to arrange for consultation.)

I also talked with the Assistant Director of Instruc-
tional Services about our upcoming visit to Tucson (Marie
Hughes' project) . hopes we won't see anything too
promising, since he is pretty well committed to the idea
that the Engelmann-IPI combination would be a rich one to
or iith in our District.

:.ad an o2pertunity during lunch to talk with Mrs.
:'oberts, our acting Supervisor of Social Services, and

wen owen, or.e of this year's Project caseworkers. I
share.1 with -O.:ern a little bit of our thinking relative to
centralization, and also I talked with Lila about the shared
prora:iming with Head Start of social services and parent
participation. I asked her to comment on the feasibility
and relative merits of such a move. She was supportive of
the idea and suggested a part-time social work supervisor,
two clseworkers (not necessarily MSW's), and perhaps four
paid community aides. This would be a staff large enough
to take care of the 400 children in Head Start and Follow
Thro',u7h. 4e also talked of the school-community worker
or the person in charge of parent participation as being
part of the social service staff of the two Projects.

wring the evening we had our first parent's meeting
in pr-maration for selecting representatives to a Parent
:,dviz;nry r2ommittee. We started by saying to the parents
that we had not done a very good job in opening communi-

b,:ween nrojort stag and the parents, and this
mush my fault anyone's. We hoped tonight that

,oul(1 tall: with us about their concerns and feeling
.tbrJA thc. rroj,Ict. In addition, I said that our Project

wa:1 in :;(7)r;e jeopardy if we couldn't organize
par:nt advisory c;roup.

win t::,, to t;ak with them about the centraliz-
,,::.p,!rinhce this year of having

r. fiv: liCf.!rent school. Vie told them about

0 6 G
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our o;Tortunity to select a particular educational model

to us.! hero next year with the help of people who had
pioneered in developing the model.

I tried to keep the meeting as informal as possible.
I tried very hard to let them talk and express their

feelings. We did not receive any negative reactions to

this year's program. Those who spoke were quite vocal in

their appreciation for the opportunity their children had

to participate in the F.T. project this year. There were

ten parents there, including two fathers. I was a little

disappointed in this turn-out, inasmuch as the personal
contacts made with the parents stressed the importance

of the meeting and of their attendance in terms of next

year's project.

(After all major decisions and most minor-ones have
been made, and after a full discussion with admin-
istrative and teaching personnel', it is reasonable

to expect that the parents are disinterested.)

I was pleased with their ability to talk with us,
although I know that many of their concerns and many of

the questions that they may have about the project were
not raised; they did not feel safe. They responded

rather positively to the centralization idea; they felt

that there certainly could be some benefits to being in

one location.
In terms of getting representation on the parent

planning group, I asked for volunteers to serve with this

group and- said that at a minimum they would need to stay

on the planning committee until submission of the appli-

cation for next year's grant (April 15th). At that time,

if they felt that they did not want to continue as part

of the Advisory Committee, they could withdraw.

(In a somewhat paternalistic and at times insulting

fashion, parents are being told that they are needed

to get the funds flowing--but after that they are
free to leave. It is al8o assumed that parents are
either unable to read or that rules governing the
Policy Advisory Committee cannot be trusted in their

hands.)

I read to them the ten responsibilities of the Parent

Advisory Group and stressed the fact that it was a group

that could oxert.a great deal of influence in directing

the Project.
Five members volunteered to serve on this Committee

and agreed, I thought, rather enthusiastically.

Tue17;daY. March 12

Thi:; morning I met with Fred tri:11, Director of IlErci

tartl\and Dr. Horowitz from the state Division of

Children and Youth who has been meeting on a monthly bw.;Irl

00067
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with us and with the voluntary discussion groups composed
of Head Start teachers and aides. In this discussion I
related some of my concerns about organizing a Parent
Advisory Group and I talked with them about my efforts
last night with the first group of parents.

Dr. Horowitz said that there was value in keeping
the group a parent group; we should not involve other
kinds of people on a regular basis, but call ahem in as
additional resources who might be able to help further
the work of the Advisory Committee.

Later in the morning .1 met with Jane (early childhood
specialist), who seemed quite anxious throughout our
meeting. She wanted to talk about her own feelings in
relation to the Engelmann model which we may be usi4v.e
and she talked about the way Engelmann ,operates as being
a nc;ation of what she believes should be happening
youn4 children. I think deeper down she is concerned
with her own role in next year's project, which hap not
been defined for her (and at this point I am not sure
that I can define it).

(Anxiety is generated by role ambiguity. Does the
early childhood specialist have a job for next year?
:f so, what is the meaning of the instructional
model in terms of the definition of her role? Ob-
jections to the model have personal security as we14
as philosophical motivations.)

I said that there would certainly be a need within the
Project to have someone in a leadership position working
on those areas, of the curriculumor during that part of
the day in which the Engelmann program will not operate. \

Althou,:h the Engelmann Project would place a teacher
trair.er here throughout the year, this person would have
to bn working with both groups of teachers and both
:,-rou3s, of children H.S. and F.T.), and perhaps would not
have he qualifications, skills, and knowledge to develop
the rnmaining portion of the program. So I encouraged
her tD think about that kind of leadership position. She
had .mid in a previous conversation with me that she would
be cnrfectly willing to return to a full-time teaching

.3tion. However, I thin2kthat, if I am reading her
)frr:otly, this would be 'a step down for her and she would

re'7,-ve it as such. She is certainly desirous of a higher
:)lac in the sun.

. arch 14

mr!t with the iranklin Follow Through parents in a
'dmilar to that which I had with the Glenoaks

rY..; and to that which iiarbara (Curriculum :supervisor)
f,'L% with the James Madison parent-3. Amain w,3 asked them

1;-t th-!ir concerns and also those thin4s they felt
r?)PCt Wij doing for their children.

!) 0 6 S
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2wo parents in particular atlthe'Franklin meeting
were concerned about contacting 0.rents when children are
ill. They also brought up problems that busing causes for
come families.

(:;erious questions of this nature should 'be-rai-seal
during meetings with policy makers. Lack of parent
involvement at advisory boards result in such
parent-expressed concerns dying at local low-level
gatherings which never affect policy.)

They salu that for the most part they ccul'in't see where
the project had done too much for their t::A.1.dren, that
many of the things had already been done 'in Head Start,
and that they did not see their children gaining signi-
ficantly from Follow Through.

The other parents, however (eight of the ten who were
present), were quite positive about benefits they per-
ceived to their children as a result of their experiences.
/Six parents .volunteered to serve on the Planning Advisory
Committee with the seven parents from the Head Start
Advisory Group.

Ruth Farmer called from Washington (Follow Through
office) today and asked about my plans for using last
year's Follow Through consultants. I asked whether the
project sponsors could come to school-districts to help
.iaterpret their programs to interested groups. She
asked if I had made a decision regarding the program that
we would adopt. I said that at this date we inclined
toward tine. Engelmann-IFI combination; we have still not
had a chance to share this with our parents, but.would be
doing se on Monday. She said it would be possible for
Becker and Engelmann to visit here if tY ..-re our model
choice.

I called and arranged for Becker and ,..ngelmann to
come here for two days to meet with various groups. I

will ask the Parent Advisory Group to meet again after
the organizational meeting on Monday (that is, to .meet on
Tuesday evening, March 21st) so that Becker and Engelmann
can explain the project to them and elicit their reactions
and ideas about it.

(It is apparent that the decision to accept this
model has already been made. At this point, r. rents
are beIng asked to meet with the designers. It is
not unusual for programs to make such decisions
prior to meeting with Policy Advisory Committees.
It is also true that because of this, such pro-
:1-.ams have difficulty gaining parent or .community
:;upport. When programs fail to :gain such support,
r-ither than examine their own behavior, they fall
bte2.: on myths about, the poor as reasom-, for lack
of parent participation.)
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(','.is it made to the Arizona Project in Tucson.)

Mondvi_ March 13

I reviewed today the two films that Engelmann sent to
us which give a visual _picture of the project's approach
to h_, instruction of disadvantaged children:

(The.criticism of Follow Through communities in
initial relationships with Sponsors was that they
did not clearly understand the sponsor's philosophy.
It appears that this s onsor is providing exoellent
materials for the comm ity tq raise them above the
lev0..of confusion. .V ry few sponsors provided films
or initial contartt wiO1 sponsor consultants.)

One was on reading and the' other was Sig Engelmann teaching
-a matn class. I decided that for the evening program with
the parents I would begin/with Sig because his introduction
to the film is a little mbre comprehensive and gives some
reasons why the project Proceeds as it does; he knows
what.Uds can do at the nd of the year. The reading film
show:; a: teaching situatiiion. They also sent-a film of an
intorn in training. The three films give views of dif-
ferent kinds of staff attempting to do the same task..

should make the presentation brief and allow some
time for parents' questions, because many times what
matters is not what i6 said to +hem but their chance to
express their own fefilings, their own perceptions. Again,
we must make sure. th t they understand that a decision
has already been ma e by the Central Office on the in-
stuctional approac . What we are trying to do is to
enlist their supporit and aidl'even though there might be
some parts of the project that they didn't agree with.
In this first year we do have a commitment to the sponzor
to ci_ve the approach a test before we attempt any modi-
fications.

6,

(is ts fair to ask parents to support a program
%/hic'n they may feel is harmful to their children?
Is a co=itment to a sponsor of greater importance
than a commitment to clients?)

did ha71 a brief meeting today with Fred Irish,
of Start. We talked a little bit about his

(1,111.r tn1 fact that CAP is attempting to ,:;et an
cf time. Kis chief reason for delay is that

r; queJtien of county involvement has not been re-
1;2. i alf) talked on the phone with the CAP

informed her of our progress in orranizing
'H7i:;)ry ';cmmitte,:S. .;he said, after all, thi:; is

J-1'! she reed L; to be fully informod.

tic :; to community pro7jiam In-
, ,f-r,n; perovns.)
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with her, lt.hoLl.:11 L told her that it wa an
cfric':! of Education project funded by the C')::L). I cortainly
want to involve i.,! .0, every step of the way as the plan
clevelops.

I taled for a little while with the District Demo-
.;_.;rapher about the Jlenoaks centralization concept, and he
said that he was reasonably sure that it would work out.

(Setting aside classrooms in a middle-income
neighborhood school for all Follow Through children,
who would be bused from their'homes in inner-city
neighborhoods.)

He was proceeding on the assumption that there would be a
different length of day for the Follow Through (low in-
come) than for the Ulenoaks children, and I told him that
was not acceptable; I want both groups to have the same
length day, the same kind of services.

Right now I cannot see)developing the project if it
is split among several locations again. I am still push-
*ing hard for the centralization idea not only because I
want to set some program hours which might differ from
the schools; we also need to have staff located together
geographically so that staff development can occur easily
and naturally with a great deal of intercommunication.'
b;oreover, 'our parents need to be able to relate to one
place for Follow Through so that we keep families as
unified as possible.

Tuesday, March 19

Last night, ronday, we had our first full meeting of.
the Parents' Advisory Committee at the Administration
Building. There were nine parents present out of a member-
ship list of 23. There were four parents out of seven
from.the Head Start Advisory Group and there were five
parents from this year's Follow Through. Of the three
school districts represented in this year's population,
two were represented. I was disappointed in this turnout.
However, in looking hack, we had neglected reminders to
the parents. Although we had made earlier phone or face-
to-face contacts, we failed on Monday to remind parents
that it was meeting night.

Lost communities will have groups of parents
:'eeking varying degrees of involvement. Some only
de:-;ire simple participation--accompanying class
t-ips, and being minimally informed about procTan
operations. Others want to be intimately involved
in the real decision-making operations and are
1,e0w1ee4eable and able to articulate individual
and collective needs. It is apparent that olrente
of the latter kind are not now attend in:; the:;e

pe.rticipatin4 in thin pro;,ram.)
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;:he parents, themselves., I thought were fantastic.
The nine seemed relatively open, entered into discussion
readily and tie meeting went very well. I passed out
copies of minimum responsibilities for a Policy Advisory
Committee and tried to impress upon them what an important
functi!on an Advisory Committee could and should perform.
I spent a great deal of time talking about the potential
power that resided with the Policy Committee, and then
asked them for their, reactions. The parents were some-
what hesitant to speak but, again, Mr. Hernandez spoke
very well just as he did at the dames Madison neighbor-
hood meeting. One/of the things he mentionedWas that he
really felt, from a parent's standpant, that last night
was really a failure. He Aaid-triat he felt that the
parents and their .childten-could -benefit by the project
and that the people trying to implementthe project were
workeTg very hard, starting from scratch, developing a
fine program. They had the opportunity to improve it and
to include the parents in this development, yet-the
parents were not willing to come out. He appealed to
those peoplev'to the eight others present, that they make
sure that at our next meeting the parents would show up
in rood fashion.

I reviewed with the Committee the general purpose of
Folllw Through, talked to them about the results of the
1.3J67-68 F.T. project, and then spoke about my efforts to
centralize the project and my reasons for wanting to cen-
tralize it. They aiweed with me and could see real merit
in centralizing the locations in one place.

i then moved on to diScuss our opportunity to parti-
cipate in the program of "plan variation." I reported
on the twc visits very briefly, from which we had deter-
mined which was the best approach for our District; that
the one that shows the most promise for us is the
Engelmann model. I then showed the Engelmann film.

(By this time the parents should have been en-
rouraged to organize their own group with officers
and rembership. They could then establish their
own agenda and conduct their own meetings. The

Through director should not continue to
conduct these meetings but only attend as an in-
'(ited guest.)

At conclu3ion of the film we spent some time talking.
v,2ry briefly the method they used, the fact

,.,icher3 are programmed very carefully, and that
wole instructional program is one which involves

ve-7 caref..illy planned sequence of critical skill de-
--!n;s in math, reading, and language . Their

fnr the mo..,t part were highly positive, and
7,rLized at the capabilities of the kindergarten

ri;eLmann's project. One Head Start mother
rc)t fr(zri 1 1.4-income family) said she had some
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re ,11 que:itions about this particular approach but is
hi;hly interested in it, and she certainly wanted to con-
tinue to work with the Advisory Board group. Today she
called me.

(ghen'Policy Advisory Committees are organized with
elected leaders, parents' concerns can be discussed
openly during meetings with other parents. They can
then assign priorities to their needs and discuss
these issues with the administrators on an equal
basis. As it stands now, parents must contact the
administration on a one-to-one basis to seek re-
solution. Such a vehicle inhibits parents who see
the director's ability to talk overshadowing theirs.)

She said that she had written notes to all the parents on
the Advisory Committee who did not come to last night's
meeting and called the schools to ask if the notes could
be sent home with the children, as there are no phones
in the schools to make contact with parents. She also
urged me to think carefully and to allow the group, which
represents five different neighborhoods, some time to get
acquainted before adding other professional or business
people to the committee. She said that these people would
tend to stifle contributions that the parents might make
unless they first had time to develop confidence in them-
selves. This she based upon her own experience with the
Head Start Advisory Committee.

He closed the meeting by telling parents that at the
next meeting, Mrs. Jean Osborne, head teacher from the
Engelmann project, would be there to discuss further their
model of instruction.

It was strange; the meeting had lasted longer than I
thought it would. I think we formally closed it about
9,30, which meant we had been in session for roughly an
hour and forty-five minutes. Six of the nine parents
stayed on, continued to talk, drink coffee, ask questions,
smoke cigarettes, and they helped clean up. We actually
left'at about 10115. I had a very warm feeling toward
all the parents there and I think they reacted well to
me, too.

This morning, Tuesday, I went to Franklin School for
our weekly F.T. staff meeting. I explained our intention
to use the Engelman model next year. They were very
cold. I guess because there are so many things to think
about relative to the program they are unable to ask
questions and contribute at this point. I did invite
them, to think about their' role in the project as I had
described it, and to decide whether it is really apprkd-
priate for them, or whether they ought to be seeking an
appointment in the district in a more traditional program.

(A3 with parent;;, the instructional staff has been
loft cpAt of deciclun making. They are told to
oither accept the new 7n,':-1 or to transfer to
another school.)

0 0 0 7
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: emphasized the fact that we are experimental, that we are
c,iin.; to try a new and different approach, and that people
will nave to make more than normal commitments to the
project.

After the meeting I spent more time with Jane and
Barbara. Both of them feel we are going in the right di-
rection, but much needs to be done in terms of laying out
the specifics. At this point I don't know the specifics,
or all the necessary structure and communication lines that
they're after.

(Difficulty in communicating to a variety of people
who will be affected by the Director's decisions.
Importance of involving those who must help with
carrying out the proposed changes.)

I guess they have felt cut off since I visited the two
prolram sponsors, because they are not as fully informed as
they have been in the past.

Returning to the office after lunch, there was a call
from Jean Osborne, sponsor's consultant, who wanted to know
what precisely I had in mind for her visit. She will be
making a presentation to the Parent Advisory Committee in
the 3vening, and on Friday morning to the Central Office
Consultant staff here. She mentioned that Mike Frontier,
the person they are thinking of placing here as Project
Z.4ervisor, would also be coming with her.

A se nd call came from the State Department of Public
Instructi (Title I Supervisor).

(Tit e I referred to special, grants of federal as-
sist ce to elementary and secondary education. The
size of such grants often required a district-wide
and state-level person to supervise this additional
activity. Such funds were intended to provide
services that the schools were unable to offer with-
out financial assistance.)

i explained that in no way was I trying to avoid keeping
them in touch with what was happening here, and that I felt
badly about their receiving information "through the back
door." My intent is to include them whenever we think
they can make a contribution and that if they want to come
down when Engelmann or F.T. consultants are here they are
welcome to visit US.

:',arch 20

1,4.nch with the 1 Supervisor from
Lopartment. Ha questioned our abandonment of

of yo!gsters into white middle-class
;; this was on3 of the strong aspects of our

.t t L-J 11,Ar and he rated to see us "retreat" from
that our justification was from a pro-

-1, 11-It is, since we are adopting an
HI:Itrul.LIt i model not used in the District we need to
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be tnjether in one central location. The project has a
more important ,;coal than diversification with several
schools to achieve racial balance. It will test a spe-
cific experimental program approach and we cannot do an
adequate job of testing by continuing diversified place-
Ment of children.

After lunch I called the CAP director, Virginia Wylie,
to see if there were a time we could talk together about
the involvement of CAP in the planning for next year, and
also about the continuing relationship with CAP through-
out the year. She asked if she'could come to the
consultants' meeting with the Engelmann people nex
Friday. I said that I didn't..feel free to invite people
outside the District Staff. She said that was an o
attitude, since she represented the supervising ag cy
for the project. Virginia's remark upset me because they
aren't a supervising agency for the Project. 0E0 money
is involved here,,but our supervising agent really is the
U.S. Office of Education. Of course, I realize that CAP
is supposed to be involved in a coordinated effort; in
fact, they must give approval to our application before
it is submitted. But her remark irritated me quite a bit.

(Federally sponsored child development programs
built in guidelines to encourage the development of
relationships between existing local agencies to
help insure a comprehensive approach to family
service planning. Community Action Program (CAP)
Boards have been in existence since the initial
stages of War on Poverty. They have a repre-
sentation of the public and private sector of the
local community, and a minimum of 50% low-income
members on their boards.)

Later in the morning a special delivery, letter was brought
in to me indicating that there would be a two-day meeting
in Washington sometime between March 25 and April 5, and
that our budget had been amended to provide for two people
to come. This I already knew. It gave me no new inform-
ation except, that the CAP Director should be invited to
attend and that the F.T. Director should be the other
person. That, too, annoyed me. Myprime purpose for at-
tending this two-day workshop is to' meet with the program
modelers to iron out staff development plans and costs.
Also, the whole research and evaluation component needs
to be worked on. I want the Director of Research to fill
that second slot. if I could choose between two people,
certainly the research director's responsibility and
potential helpfulness are much greater than those of the
CAP director. :.;o this was an additional factor that
angered ne.

In the evening I met Jean Osborne and Frontier,
the two people from Charnpaicn- Urbana who are to spend two
days informing people here about the Erv,elmann approachl
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L t7:t with them while they had supper; they arrived some-
what late and we talked about the things that I hoped
thy would do with parents that evening. I explained
that we are not presenting several models to the parents.
,Ye have looked at twelve models and picked what seem to
be two best ones in terms of what would fit our com-
munity's needs. We have visited these two projects to
tie a close look at both and, based on this kind of In-
vesti4ation, we have chosen the Engelmann model. Jean's'.
job, therefore, is to give parents more of an insight
into the instructional process that will be used in the
corning year.

We arrived at the meeting place just prior to 7 :30,
when it was scheduled to begin. Somehow the front door
was locked and there were six or seven parents waiting
outside to get in, which embarrassed me. I apologized to
them and did find the janitor who opened.the doors and
turned on the lights.

There are 23 parents on the Advisory Committee, 16
from Follow Through and seven from Head Start. Seventeen
of the 23. were there which really delighted me.

(This would be a fine opportunity for the director
and teachers to encourage :1 formal organization of
the Advisory Committee. They should plan to elect
officers, plan their own agenda, and perform a
supportive and critical role in the Follow Through
program.)

I congratulated them on their fine effort in coming to
the meeting, especially since we had met only three days
prior to this meeting.

The parents reacted very well to the film and to
jean's short talk. One parent even asked (concerning his

who will be in second grade), "Suppose I have him
fatlr?d, could he be part of the first-grade group in
Follow Through?" Another parent asked whether there is

criticism of this approach because it create. pres-
Jure on yoJngsters to accomplish things. At the end of
he he came up to me and said, "I really don't

that it does cause too much pressure, but I know
other 7),:ple will be thinking that, and I wanted to

question out so that Osborne could answer
t try: way that she did."

wi`,.-1 my secretary abo..4t de,idline,-.; for
/12;.OU'i n Lrts of the propo3a1 in order to meet

rl! .,.n 7,ubmizsion (late. Lookin.; at the school
di:,coverod that the District's LaGtPr

10 tho,;c:h April 11. This preont;
iris . that we couldn't, work durin.;

;!../..n the problem of !;:ttin; the applica-
quantitioJ the 1,.S uffice of
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EdLcatLop wants will present problems because other em-
ployees will not be orking during that time and we have
already set up to do it-on the offset press. So I called
Washington and somebody there said, don't worry about the
15th but try to get the application in as soon as possible
during that week. So this relieved me somewhat.

(When communities have demonstrated competencies in
program implementation and planning, funding agencies
are usually willing to grant time extensions. Such
a4encies usually have an internal date set ahead of
the published date for such purposes.)

Washington called to postpone the March 25th work-
shop. This is where questions could have been answered
before presentation of the proposal to the Board of Edu-
cation back home on April 8. The best that can be done
now is to present an abstract and a budget estimate.

eye should all plan very carefully for that presenta-
tion on Follow Through to the Board. Should we have
overlays, charts, and so forth to make a very elaborate /

presentation to them? In fact, the Board may react more/
favorably to a very short, precise presentation. This /

was our experience when we took the Summer Head Start
proposal in to them. We had a four-page handout which
was solely a budget breakdown. John Morton gave a brf 3f
description in terms of locations and numbers of students
to be served and that was it. Mr. H's (Superintendent
of Schools) thought was that this was the best way to
present proposals; cut all the nonsense and verbiage.
We should prepare, however, to deal with objections to
the Project's retreat from making an attempt to deal with
de facto segregation. I plan to present a brief abstract
of the proposal and some budget figures, and then be pre-
pared to handle questions.

I attended a meeting with some of the other directors
of federal projects in the school district, and we talked
about the administrative behavior of the Superintendent.
We clearly see that he is delegating responsibility to
pecple and expecting them to carry it out. Although a
project like Follow Through might have been looked on as
"my" project, it now begins to look more like the District's
project and the Board's project, but certainly not the
Superintendent's. We felt that this was his intent; that
the projects do look like the Board's and the District's,
but that ultimate responsibility falls back on those
peopLe who are not formally given that responsibility.
wr: all agreed that this makes us uncomfortable, but that
this is a reality we have to deal with.

2orld.ty, ;:.arch 2i

:net today with ir,rs. Virginia Wylie, CAP director.
r,alked about the continuing relationship of CAP to the

imllow Through Project next year. I showed her the CAP
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,e:-.tification portion of the application and we went
th:ou4h eacn section, using the U.S. Office's description
of each item. We tried to determine how it could be done,
or if it had been done already. I read my rough draft of
the continuing role of CAP in the Follow Through operation
Ln tne year to come. She basically agreed with those
statements and suggested the use of the Out-Reach Coor-
dinator and his aides to enlist family support for enroll-
ment in the program.

4e talked about scheduling time with the CAP Board
to present the Follow Through application. She said the
Board is composed of very busy peciple and we will have to
fit H.S. and F.T. proposals into their regular monthly
meeting. In addition, there are two other applications
coming in from other agencies.

The last meeting today was our staff's second
attempt at staffing a family.. The public health nurse,
te worker from the welfare department, our pupil personnel
worker, our two teachers, a teacher from the inner-city,
Jane, and I all attempted to come up with some strategy
for (:ealin with this family in terms of solving the
child's problem. I thought it a productive session; I
was vc:ry inpressed with the welfare worker's knowledge of
the a.7,11y and' with her concern. She was delighted that

narticular activity was going on in F.T. and felt
thrt: the family was certainly fortunate to-have this many
cxlorned adults trying to outline some productive way to
wor1,. with the family and child.

seJ :arch 26

-,Juring the afternoon we had our regular weekly Center
taff meeting. The chief topic for discussion was my in-

centive plan for teachers. The staff strongly opposed
such a plan. They felt it was unprofessional, that it
wD.Ild be difficult to administer, and that it slighted
thei: own efforts. They read into it a threat, or per-
ha7ds a .tatement from me that I wasn't satisfied with

th.-v were. doing this year, and saw this as an effort
to. ;.:t them to do more next year.

's7;ured them this was not the intent. it:y sole

.ras' to try to be consistent within the model in
of a reinforcement idea or reinforcement theory,

wth childr,:n and parents, but also with pro-
Jtaff, includin: myself.

/.,):; a t t of whether pro. esJionals
/int to trs!at.)d in a manner :;imilar to

Yi :hil:tren and parr)ntf.; are treated
ir :r)

I effort over 1r1,1 abe-e what
qon't recivr!

rt. could r;:ward p!ople by
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iv chem an added bonus at the end or the year.

cume back and said, "If the 1-)oram's asking
over and above what's normally called or, as you've al-
ready indicated, we're going to ask r a lon-er day for
teachers, an eight to five day. You should just give
added salary."

(Job descriptions should be explicit at time of
hiring. It is not a fair assumption that workers
will then require extra compensation for fulfilling
these requirements. Proper staff development, ap-
propriate and accessible supervision, and adequate
supplies and equipment often surpass salary in-
creases as motivating factors.)

JaLd that I could do both; but certainly I was asking a
lon4er day, more meetings, and so forth, and I would be
willing to add a couple of hundred dollars on to the. base
of ,;;0,500 next year. In addition, I still wanted them to
consider the incentive. pay. Meantime, I would think it
over again.

After the Center staff meeting ended Jane, Barbara,
and I continued to talk a little on our own. Jane told
me that the staff was quite anxious again about many of
the new ideas I have in mind for next year, about some of
try things that have happened this year. They had com-
plained to her about the incentive pay plan, and about
my asking for an eight-to-five day for teachers next
year. They also complained that. this year, whenever one
of the Center staff was out, there were no substitutes
available. Afternoon teachers or morning teachers were
'asked to fill in for the other half of the day for the
teacher who was absent.

To me this complaint seemed unreasonable, since they
are only asked to teach a half day and they have the
other half day to do parent work, planning, and in-service.
L','y and large, most of this time has been spent on plan-
ning, which to me seems to be a pretty rich opportunity,
and for them to Je upset about filling in occasionally
for each other seems a little unreasonable.

If you compare the job they have with all its un-
knowns and its newness, I still think two teachers and
two aides working with thirty children for a half -day
with a half-day free for other activities is a pretty
1L :--,ht load compared to what a teacher normally carries in
t" is district.

_arbara expressed concern that she had not received
a contract, and wanted to know if there were some reason
for it.

(Mild development orocrams which rely upon annual
fundinir: seldom offer the long-rane job security
lo,Ind in public schools. Increased employee con-
corn is as natural result of the circwastances.
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The director, in understanding teacher concern for
security, should be straightforward and honest
about projected length of job possibilities.)

I was surprised, since she had received an ".E DO" slip,
, .and I assumed that she also had received a contract. So
I told her that I had heard nothing and that I would check
to see why she hadn't received one. As we were talking
she also said one other thing. She was hurt because I had
not invited her to the Thursday n5.ght Parent Advisory
iieeting although I had invited Jane, and Gene had been
there. She felt that she needed to be there to hear about
the instructional approach, that if she is to contact
people she needs to know 'what's happening. I apologized
to her and said I really didn't intend for her to be left
out. I had. thought the purpose of the meeting was basi-
cally orientation and saw no real need for her to be there.

jut, now that she mentioned it, she does contact
many .ceople and they have questions; I could certainly see
the value of her being there.

ltLa121LLLmgL12
:corning I called iiark Furman, the Out-Reach

Coordinator for CAP, and gave him the time schedule for
our trip to Salt Lake City.

ar:: seemed pleased that he was going and we'talked
about the purpose of the Conference-namely, to meet with
the Droram model sponsors arid finish up any last-minute
details on our application. The balance of the day was
sTent at the second of the two special meetings of the
In Council. The subcommittee made its report on
long -range planning for building and school organization.
4i7:h regard to young children, the report said that
racial balance should be achieyed wherever possible in
the cdstrict; but they hid an additional statement sayirig

primary school children should be housed in a neigh-
bpr'hood school. The Inner City Council, after some
dls:us'iion, decided to remove that particular item from

philosophy statement.
2';:e balance of the day was spent discussing the

c;f racial balance. The racial balance committee
their report, which basically called for a
effort involving er-city and outer -city
co=ittees recommnded that busing and re-

... -Indary lines should be done if necessary, to

racLai balance within the district.
o'Am;on, the town's only black principal, was

of the racial balance committee. In today's
.;aid that somethime; had to be done; we

-'t wtit any lon4er and he couldn't do it by him-
trict wanted to achieve racial balance

thoir recourcen behind it and it could
ti! ,:co2otiohl!d.. The Chairman of the Council
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, I

kept reminding him that his subcommittee had hen in
charc:e of this particular responsibility. Ben reported
that they had done the best they could; here was a'report,
and if they didn't want to accept it they didn't have to.

There were several parliamentary maneuvers to get
acceptance of the report or to amend it by other factions.
We didn't want to vote on this particular proposal, and
Ben forced through the vote by rejecting specific amend-
ments. The question was finally called for. There was
confusion on parliamentary procedures, and anyway the
question was called for ,by Ben., It was voted on and de-
feated. It was somethi like 13-1 with only Ben voting
for the adoption of th report.

There was silenc and then discussion began of what
procedure could we n follow. Were we going to go to
the Board of Educati n with our package without a state
ment on racial bal ce? Ju8t what were we going to do?
So a great deal of conversation went on. Ben, by and
large, withdrew fr.m this particular conversation.
Finally,, Bob Hill'(Research Director) proposed that a
committee be appointed by the. Board which would include
the Inner-City Council's racial balance subcommittee.
Other people-professionals from the School District, com-
munity professionals, and lay people-should take ,a look
at long -ran 4e planning and a philosophy of school organi-
zation for the District. In addition, they ,should begin
immediately to look at the problem of achieving racial
balance, and specifically, they should comeup with a
model plan involving a cluster of schools to bragin to
move toward racial balance. It was at this point, that
Ben entered again and said that if we were going to pro-
pose this we should specify to this committee that they
had to come out with something that could be implemented
in the fall. We agreed on this. This perticular proposal
then was voted on by the Council and will go in as part
of the statement of the Board in the whole package of
statements and requests from the Inner-City Council.

Thursday, Narch 28

Jeanne Ross, Presiaent of the City Education
Association, stopped me in the hall this morning. She
said that she had heard that some of the teachers had ap-
proached Jim Scott, a member of the Conference Committee
(tne negotiating group for the district), about some
questions they had about Follow Through, both this year
and next. They questioned the pay incentive plan, the
eight to five day and the fact that this year no sub-
stitutes were hired for teachers Jim responded by
sajing that, as far as he knew, the Conference Committee
daz not a ne;;otiating body for the federal programs and
tnat Follow Through ww; a s:iecial program which set it:;

rc,;ulatiorni and guidelines. .Janne maid she
wau (listurbed that these teachers would be t;oinK, to the
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.Confe'ence Committee to complain, and she mentioned to .

Jim th t all the Central Office staff were highly en- 4

thused -bout the Follow Through project proposed for next
year. She was quite concerned that some of .the ;teachers
had expressed negative feelings. talked wit her in
some detail about. incentive paygapd'it seemed that shg
would not be in agreement about giVing teacher' on
the basis of what children accomplished in a giveirbar.%
This seemed to her to.be somewhat unprofessional. For My
part I was quite disturbed that some teachert had sought:
out Jim Scott.

I did more work on the proposal today began
writing the abstracts, to present to' the 13 na t Monday,
April 1. I also began, working on the get, s' ce I ".

knew that they would be most' conee about the budget.

(As in all'programs, one son must assume he
task of writing the pr osal and seeing it th ough.
to completion.)

I 'talked with baraja*ut.a.future,parent a isory',
,..A1-.

group. meeting a her .tq begin mar contaCs to
set,uva meeting on Monday, APril8. pill pretent the

I. .proposal) .--AS it -has been .avoloped in our thlnkingito
,

this point, to get their. reactions, c iticismt* an sug-
gestions. .

.

(A-well-organized Parents' idyls ry Committee i (PAC)
...

,
.. ,..--.

. .
. .,.

,

would call its own meeting and c thitunicate though
elected channels theirteactions- as called for ill

..
,

the proposal and on other issues, s well.) I

. .

i

_L.....inte.w.444ted-a-krs-.77-4-1tha-t1.ey-t-c ay---fo-r-the--#ott-tto;.
of Health Services Supervisor.

....
-: (A part of the PAC organization is a subcommittee

. on personnel.;1 The director would consult with this,'- group regarding such decisions.)

:She ,is currently teaching in a parochial school, but she
'h.i'_s±had_about six years experience as a county nurse\and
ane.year as Wschoca, nurse. ?red, the Heap Start-Pird-.
tor, and I sat with her-and talked.about-the project next
year and. what we thought the role of a Health-S7ervices .

Supervisor .would bee ne'seeriled excited about the pio-
ject. She did ask about what kind Of a time comMitment
would be expected: I. said I-was asking the teaching
staff to wort to fiVe day" and I did see Some /

times when cihs would be: called on to work beyond the
three-thirty cly, since some of our staffing effors cer.--
tainly would come Iater.in the day. She would also be
.com.r.:itin with groups of parents or teachers. She said
thiNvotild ,:crtainly l'tve to be worked out, sinee.ehe
htd to yo'Ing children and wants to be there when they

.

co,n no:-.n from tjchcoli
. .

1 al.:0) Tlikkci with Gene briefly today about his role
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as Parent activi'ties coerdinator, or s6hool community
workgr, working half-time in Follow Through and half-tie
for Head Staft. -He-wanted to know a little bit about the -.

role and what his functions would 4e. I tried to outline',
those from what I've written in the OPlication at this
point concerning the role. He said he would like to sit
down with Fred and Kathleen Ithe-Head Start D....rector for
next year), and me and talk ore about his job, and I .,

said that we would do that.
.

.

(Another cooperative ro e. for the PAC and program
director to share.)

,

Friday, tviai4bh 29

I met with the fiscal -officer for the District to
discuss budget questions, especially 'concerning the in-kfhd
portion.

0 (Federally assisted funding requires that communities
, contribute a local share toward total program costs.

Sometimes this share can be in the forr o services,
Space, or volunteer time, as well as in cash,)

Then I met with Joe Garrett, the Director of Pupil Trans
portation and Food Services for the District. I outlined

. for him our transportation needs for next year and tried
to get from hip an estimate of the cost for providing
transportation for Follow Through children. He thought
that we could get by for $7.50 per run, which would be a A

total of $29 per day for 180 days.. He asked me why I
didn't contact out my own buting=prOgramuthis year, and
I told hin-vtliat I knew we were going to have a problem
mqeting.ihe in-kind this year. I am looking for ways to

4 . get tile.13oard .to pickup some,. of the leXPenses.
I asked about the price of'meals,44d.he thought

.., -that we could inClude a cost of forty, cents per meal at
- Glenoaks, since thatis -1.44t youngsters pay ±or hot

lunches there. ., .

1

. I metytvith-the payroll-01erktar the District, and
got ,him'a listing:6f our4additionalAprojett staff for

1 next year. I asked him to figue out what the fringe
benefits would. be. If I put the fringe benefits, and the
transportation amounts together it will add up approxi-
mately to what we need for the in-kind portion, Both of
these items, however, involve 1. cash outlay for the local
share. TKig is something the Boird has not intended to
,do, up to this point. Usually the local share comes
through the use of volunteer hours and space rental.

'I Also Met with Fred today hhd di cussed the sharing
of supervising personnel between the tqo projects (F.T.
and H.S.).

(Whenever possible, local program should share and
exchange to deepen and expand their own program
offerings.) I.

0 0 0 8 3
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our two budgets and male sureo:that,all staff we plan to
share bet een the two projects are being covered. Tqe
ended 'with a meeting with Bob Mill, Research Direetor,
whQtalkd about' his discussions with the model spoyisor
In Washillgtoft, D\C. this past week. He reminded me that
I needed separate budgets for each grade included in the,
Project. (Fol3ow Through starts with kindergartep(and
adds a grade each-year up throdgh third grade.) There
should be approximately $57/ per stUdent for supplies and
materials: this was about $4,000 more than I had pilt into
the project at this point. Bob asked about maintenance
of effort.

(In addition to lodal share, federally supported
programs insist. upon the eoMmunitYmaintainiry; effort
toward program housing, upkeep, and adequate-suPport
from related-programp.)

There is little more than $4,000 included for maintewde
of effort and perhaps this could: be used. However, it
seems to me that a lot of that,material=art supplies and
,o-forth-that is normally provided for these yOUgsters
would still be, used next year. Of course we would not use
textbook rental, and that port\ qn of the budget certainly
could be used for the sponsor's recommended Supplies.
however, I was not planniftg-to ask yOUngdte4r6 in tirst
grade to pay the normal $2.50 fo .1560k rental per semester
so that would not be an item of 1,doMe from our students
next year. Because of budget rest riCtions, we will be
asked to have 33 youngsters .in alasd with two teaCh rs
and an' aide. This would cut out, taut teacrhers,, whie
would Amoun to about $32,000, and hat certainly would
help.

It is obvious that the budget fib ures for the Beard
meeting on Monday will not be anywher

will
final forM.

They will be just estimates; nd I will have to be sure
to. specify that to the Board. These estimates will be ,

modified at the washington Workshop and in the days that
follow, prior to the submission of the application.

(Prior to the deadline for submission of proposals
to the federal office for funding, the appropriate
office usually has a workshop to assist communities
in completing applications.) .

I have written the abstract which describes 25 children
two tiachers and an aide working together, and now I m s
change this to 33, 3 and 1. However, the instructio
approach will stay as planned and hopefully the Board
witl ::,.3.ree to the organization of the' project and its
bas e philoaophy and rationale.

1
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I had a 9 o'clock appointment with the Superintendent- ,__

_..

to discuss my presentation to the Boalrd-that eve-fang.
reviewed it and felt that it was weal"Written and-ad. i=

-\
-

quite. He then asked me to role play, that is, to pretend
wthat he as one of the. Board members and that I had fill4

ished my presentation and he would:nowquestion me on some
items. The questions which causedMer;the most trouble ,--
'ere t "What has been done to contact Glenoaks Scho61*
parents'? Who will/remain at the school? Only 'eighty
childisenZilidL-ab-tually be part of the project." I said
that up until this point it would have been premature to
involvp the Glenoaks parents; since the Board' had n6t
taken action on whether or not the Project would be, hoUsed I
at Glenoaks. 1'

. ,

I do think it's unfortunate that no contact was made' r
with the Glenoaks Community or the Glenoaks staff about
the possibility of F.T..:coming to that school and to the
community.

d.1

(It is often not possible to make all contacts
Which are necessary during the implementation of new i

programs. The director Can, however, eliiinate some
blunders by investing more confidence in the exist-
ing staff and the parent advisory committee.)

In the press of things to do and the pressure to meet the
deadline for submitting the proposal, it was just over-
looked. I guess it never really dawned on/me until the
Superintendent asked his question. This, by 'the way, is
a community which has had some sense of the/ power it holds
in terms of dealing with the school, diStrict. I am a
little apprehensive about that community's reaction tc the
Project coming out there, especially in view of the fact
that we have done nothing to give them complete informa-
tion on the Project.

The Board passed unanamiously on submission of the
application as I had outlined it to them. After the meet-
ing 1 stopped to talk to the reporter from the Star and
asked if it would be possible to withhold release of the
news that Glenoaks was designated as the Project School
until I could talk to the parents. He said that he
doubted it since his managing editor had alrea4y gotten
wind that Glenoaks was being considered and d been

;t
pressing him to see What kind of truth there as in the
rumor. Bill, the reporter, really felt th it would be
diffitult for him to withhold the school's name at this
point.

* uienoaks was. the central location being proposed for
housing all Follow Through pupils, who were then attending
five neighborhood schools.
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The Superi tendent Slid he-te,rtainly thought I ought
to try to keep he Glenoaks name out of the Taper :'or a
wee or so, untAl we had a chance to contact those 'parents.
1 called Bill, Who said that it was really out,ef 114.s

hands now; his managing editor would be likely-to-insist
tnat4he item be \ in the news story but he suggested `that
I might call him.\ Steve Wilson, Director,of Pupil Per-
sonnel, said that\ the managing editor would be a tough
guy to deal with,' He was not our friend. I did call the
editor and he was\not very pleasant. He said that the
information mad now been presented to the Board for public
knowledge 1 it would be .bad manageMeni of the news if
he were to rithhold this item from the paper. I tried
not to ant onize him any further, but lot it go at that.
I then called to see if Bill had some idea what the

.

article would say.

(;.:any programs have a person assigneh to "publj.c
information" tastyguch a person would establish
a friendly ralat' .ship with loOal press and T.V.,
usually thro a'pariticular reporter; often
having many orients/ These relationships usually
rdsult i rue.anda/ ccurate information reaching
print. as %),ell as f ee publicity and announcements

,1,4116h need not be 16,Ut in an "ad" form when you
have a working relationship of the ,nature described.)

,

he said that he could say the enriched program for
kindQrgart2 and first' grade children atriGienoaks would

14(
be ectuallt availableto the youngsters w 0 would normally
attend G enoakS, and that there would be a series of
spring/Meetings for the parents to explain-the instruc-
tional approach to them. We hoped this would mollify
the Glenoaks parents as they 'read the report in the papet.

I had lunch with the Director of Title I, who
probed me for some ideas about next year's Title I Pro-
ject, I talked about the Kansas City,MDdel,which
involved study 'centers for students after school. They
employ high schOol youngsters to serve as assistants,
monitors, and checkers for elementary youngsters, with a
profr.lssianal person in charge of several high School
studonts. He Also talked abou the desirability of cen-.
tralizin4 Tit I.in two or 'three centers next ',os.t. , and
about security; space at a parochial school.

purin,71 the afternoon I mat with Mrs4 Coleen Gilbert,

a CanUidato for the psychologist positibn for our
Pro:iuct noxt year.

(Another opportunity for PAC involvement in a
decision of major importance. Not necemiarliy as
a veto, but rather a comsonsus.)

I d-;:lcriiin4 the 2roject and talked about tihe relationship
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between ifead 6tart and Follow Through in terms of the
ancillary service components of each. Both 1,1 terms 0C
morking with parents, staff, and studerts relative to
children's behavior and in terms of the meshing or psy-
chological services with social services, we do not want
a psychologist who would be primarily a test-giver, i.e.,
one who would write reports which end up bei,ng filed in
the child's cumulative *ord.

She 'seemed excited about the job and said zhe 1.40 .a

couple of other interviews planned; but perhapz by the
time we knew of the final approval of the project she

, would be ready to make a deCision. She seemed, to be
\,yery frank, open person and I liked the (muttons that

he came up with relative to the Project. She aeemed to
be a sensitive pecson, and willing to have the role
emerge as she works in it.

Thursday, Aril 4
/

. I spent the, morning at Glenoaks School, where I was
introduced to most of the s1taff. They were anxious about

--:==,-,77---What would happen to them when Follow Through came o
----Glenoaks. One teacher from each level and two spec al

education teachers will have to"be relocated.'"
I was impressed with the building. It has gre t

potential for accbmmodating us, and it seems to pro ide
some flexibility with many unusual smaller areas th t are
not used very well. There are 1áeveral large corridors
which could be used for ancill ry components or instruc-
tion.

On the way back frOm lun h I met the Director If
Special. Education who-asked m about my-well it might be
taken in a joking fash4ri-abo1 t my rattling his staff at
_Lenoaks.

Our lack or communication with Glenoaks has created
negative feelings and some real anxieties at' that school.

(Programs often use the PAC to communicate with
other parents because of ethnic or radial famil-
iarity.\ While the director is busy with managerial
tasks, \al PAC 'subcommittee could be meeting with
Glenoak Such a group, however, would need to have
been involved from the beginning in order to be
knowledgeable enough to perform this task.)

I think this could have been avoided if I had taken time
to go out there and let the staff know that placement of
the Project there was being coniidered, and that I antt .
cipated transfers of people, but also'an opportunity for
some of them to stay and for soMe to be involved directly
in the project.

I also talked this afternoon very briefly with the
Director of the Urban League.

(The issue regarding busing and the efforts of Len
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Johnson, the lone black principal (3/27), would be
Appropriate for discussion with the Urbail League
Director. This organization is intimately inVolved
in such imer-city issues and would welcome co-
operation! from existing programs. Such cooperation
would encourage parent participation.)

He said that he might have a resource available to us for
working with our parents. It is a program developed by
the Labor Department called "On the Job training."

Fridaa_ARrikel
The chiet, thing I did today was to contact the

District Director of Personnel about the disposition of the
Glenoaks staff. He said that the staff who were not in-
terested in participating in the project certainlly ought
to make an appointment to see him about reassignOent to
other places in the District. We talked about some
problem people there, and/how some of them would be dif-
ficult to place with principals in other schools'.

In the afternoon/1 went to a special staff meeting
at Glenoaks. I 'gave, them an overview of the Project as
planned for next .year. Their prime concern was "what
happens to me next year?". The two second-grade teachers .

asked during the question and answer period whether it
has been determined which roots the project would Use.
I said that the ten rooms in the pritary section, in the
newer section, would probably house the Project. They
said that would mean at the two seeeendegrade teaohere
would have to move to the older section. I agreedand
they expressed some hostility. One said that after two
years she had finally succeeded in getting a le in her
classroom ceiling repaired, and now she will ha e to
move.

The principal set the tone for the meeting and
directed some things against us. He had been Oirt of town
for the National Principal's Convention* and he opened
the meeting by saying that damage had been done while he
was gone and he really couldn't protect the Olenoaks
building. It was now beyond his control, since the
Board had acted on it.

Prior to this meeting I had a chance to talk for a
few' minute with the secretary of the school, who has
been there longer than the principal. She said that she
was really torn between staying at Glenoaks and going
to aeother school. I assured her that in no way was the
pro,epet intending to displace her in facts if she wanted
to renein I was sure that she would be of great help to
uz. ene administrative assistant. my secretary, and
woule be n2w to the building and certainly it would be
an ezele to have someone,,who IA:low the community, the
eceoeL, ari the routines eotabliehed there. She said
t-at e.Ld pretty much made up her mind to leave.
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At the conclusion of the meeting the principal said
that he felt I had done a. good job explaining the program.
By and large, he felt people now were informed and that
perhaps we had alleviated some of their fears, although
he still felt that deep down what they are most afraid
of is ending up in the inner city if they are transferred.

Monday, April 8

The chief event on this day was the meeting of. the
Parents' Advisory Committee. I reported that since our
last Advisory Committee Meeting we had presented the in-
structional model to the consultant staff, the the Federal
Directors in the School District, to the Board of Educa-
tion, and to the Administrative Council in the District.
The Board has approved our use of. the Glenoaks School.

explained that there are still some steps to
taken before our application is approved. First of all,
the Parents' Advisory Committee and the CAP Committee
must approve the Project.

(It does not seem that the Director wants the PAC
"approval,"'but merely their signature on the appli-
cation 3o that the federal granting office will
assume that the PAC approves. With such minimal
involvement a PAC would not know at this stage what
\.they,were being asked to approve.)

Then it must be approved by the U.S. Office of Education.
I said I would be leaving tomorrep to meet with the people
from the U.S. Office of Education and with the people
from the 1;niversity of Illinois. I would 1) negotiate our
budget, 2) `,finalize plan's for summer training and year-long
training fo± our teachers and other staff members., and
3) more clearly define the research and evaluation portion
of the projec4

I 1;hen briefly described the students to be served,
both inner-city\and Glenoaks students. I talked to them
once again about\the school itself; there would be second
through sixth grade students at the school aid three
classes for speciai\edueation. I reviewed with them the
instructional prograM as it had been presented to then
by Mrs. Osborne and ki7. Frontier two weeks ago. I talked
to them about the staffing plans to-date, and also gave
a brief description of he ancillary services attached to
the program, and of our Plan to coordinate these services
as provided both in Head tart and Follow Through.

We also spent some time talking about the selection .

of the sixty new students. Gonzales wondered why we
were having only sixty childrwn from low-income families,
but forty youngsters from middle - income families on the
Project. I said the basic reason for mixing these
sixty students with forty middle- income children is the
hope that the learning environment'vould be improved
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(::Ir. Gonzales is being told that the middle-class
children have a great deal to teach poor children
through interaction. This would make some parents
angry.) ,

Youngsters learn from each other many things, not only in-
tellectual things, but also the social learnings that thid
mixing provides.

kr. Gonzales suggested having only twenty of these
youngsters, which would then allow us to have eighty
low-income children.

(Mr. Gonzales is also learning that in this program
such matters are not discussed with parents until
decisions are already made. Mr. Gonzales' point of
view s only one of many. It is possible that other
pare its have been discouraged or have gotten the
feeling of being ignored, and refuse to offer an
opinion.) , .

responded by saying that, if we started to think of
groups of twenty-five, twenty would be from low-income
families. This is the ratio the children re now, 4
that's no improvement.

The next question asked was whether. any of this
year's teachers would be included in. the project. I fel
a-little defensive, because I read into that question
dissatisfaction with some of the teachers.

(any directors are reluctant to involve parents
as a decision-making body, because they fear
parents will want a voice in decisions regardihg
hiring and firing teachers. It is natural for the
director to become defensive because most directors
fear that the ultimate, objective of parent groups
is completetruntrol.)

Howe-ter, I responded by saying that this year's teachers
br, welcome to volunteer for the Prbject next year,

out r,rley aould have to volunteer knowing full well what
is e%p2cted of them in the iroject. I wanted no one
forced into it, because we are asking them to change what
T.r.2y are teaching and asking a greater commitment from
then. As it turned out, the question really reflected
satisfaction with this year's teachers! I gave them a
copy c: tae b.id;etr explaining that salaries listed were
eJtir-.a7;,JJ. I also said the estimates were a little bit
high in order to pay teachers an additional sum over and
above what the District would normally pay, since I am
;12c:ir..; a :reater commitment in time and effort from the
toacvl-J.

,That nt..v eroblex,2 will crop up for the principals
in Through schools when non-Pollow Throng
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teachers learn that they will be-earning less alld
that they have a lesser professional commitment
than Follow Through teachers?)

Again, Mr. Gonzales said that there certainly would
be a need to explain to any teacher coming into the Project
that we were going to teach in a different way, and that
perhaps the movies they saw ought to be shown to prospec-
tive teachers. I talked then about the parent partici-
pation aspect of the project, mentioning that aides would
come from the parent population.

(It 's also helpful to recruit professionals from
thi. population. It is a false notion that only
the untrained are available in such communities.)

. Most of the 'aides will work on a rotating basis. That is,
for ten-week periods they will receive training and then
could continue to operate in the project(by training
others.

(The interim from April 8 to April 30 was spent 1)'
attending the Washington Workshop, 2) finalizing the appli-
cation, and 3) advertising for and interviewing prospective
staff for the project.)

Tuesday,. April 30

started this morning by meeting with the Center
staff, We began to talk about ways for making a finAl
evaluation or, final report to parents on their child's
progress in this year's F.T. program. It was decided that
we would give parents the opportunity' to have this final
report in the form of a home visit.

(It is also wrong to assume that the poor should
invite professionals into their home without re-
servation. Professionals are hardly that open with
invitations to their own, homes.)

If they didn't want to' receive a report that way, they
could get the report through the mail. We listed possible
areas for comment and decided that the report should have
three /Arta. The first part would list areas in which
the child has 'made significant progrese-over the year.
The second part would include areas where continued work
is needed in specific areas. The third area would give
directions for parexts to work with their child over the
summer.

Wednesday, May 1

Thursday evening we will present the Project to the
Clenoaks parents whose children will be involved. At this
meeting we plan to give a verbal -description of the pro-
gram and to show the Engelmann film so that parents may
get come idea of the basic method of this particular
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instructional *approach. We plan to break into small dis-
cussion sessidns afterward. My hope is that many areas
can be covered in questions offered from the small groups
rather than having questions come from the floor where a
few people"are likely to monopolize* the discussion.

( ow, each neighborhood groa of parents should
acre been helped tO organize 'and elect officers.
These sOarat9 bodies would then elect members to a
city-wide PAt". The local. PAc Would help approve
the plans for their particul4r school.. The city-
wide group' made up of relfresiantatives from all
Follow Through neighborhoods would help approve the
city-wide plan through concensus with the director,
the CAP, and the Board of Education. So far,
parents have on4peen allowed to ask a few ques- .\
tions at infrequent meetings. -Under-these conditions,,
they will probably lose interest and stop attendingt \
even the open meetings.)

I I `04

jqf The preceeding chapter provides an example of. the
. .

difficulties in establishing a program where the source
*of support is separate from the point of use, and where
basic decisions must be made more quickly than a com-
munity's ordinary processes of reaching agreement will
allow.

This is a normal aspect of programs financed by
,public funds. The program director is constantly torn
between his conviction that a service is needed and his
distress At the compromises and conflicts engendered by
the policy. "costs" of the program. When do you thraw in
the towel? Or is anything better 'than nothing at all?
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The social work model is not the model of the nurse
or the physician or the psychologist, although there is
some overlap in responsibilities.,, Social wdrkers do not
treat sickness or learning disabi/ities; they treat social
disabilities. .

A comprehensive approach to service means reaching
more than just those who cometo .ask /for helps it means
readhing out in. effective. ways to children and their
families. Labels such as "hard core",or"tulti-problem"
hig4light spedialization and narrowing of services,
rather than the nature of the cliens.

If social service is given.a narrow definition and
a token budget, effectiveness will/be reduced and the
risk of doing something harmful increased.. That is the

of a little social work into a child de-
,velopment or early childhood program.Can,lead people to
believe that the needs ofAhe children and their faMilies
are being met when, in fact, they are not. The following
are some specific ways in which a comprehensive scial
service component can maximize the effectiveness of a
Child development program.'

1) Secial workers can actively participate in,the .

early planning stages of the program/,' using
their knowledge of the culture of the child,
family and neighborhood, and of loCal resources,
to supplement the' program.

/
2) Social workere have a role to play in developing

and maintaining good working relationShiph
between the program and other community
resources.

.3) Social service staff are &major infdrmation
resource to families din search of more adequate
housing, food; clothing,; and financial assis-
tance. They take Oproiriate referrals and.
expedite the joUrney, through the service net-
work, short-cutting ;he mate when possible and
helping the child or parent get out or. the
client role, as g0-6, as Posefitig7--IT help is
arbitrarily de Jed% the social worker acts as
family advoca el Ain times of crisis, she gives
short-term c0 soiling help.

0

4) Social workers Ore concerned for maximum parent
involvement in, the program. This includes the
organizatio lf parent adVisory boards and
parent educ t' on groups. Parents and Other
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neighborhood resiOnts often invite staff to
work with them on neighborhood action projects.

5) Social workers also recruit, provide orientation
for, and supervise social service aides and

. volunteers.

5°0141 workers best euited for the range of responsibilitieC
reviwied above are generalists who combine casework, group
work, and community organization skills. The entry level ...

professional has a bachelor's degree in social work and
is the appropriate person to staff the social service com-
ponent. If budget allows for the addition of.Parapro-
fessionals, BSW social workers can supervise social service
aides at a ratio of 1 to .5. This would be the case, for
example, of swireral small centers or family day care units
who share in centralized supportive and other services.
We strongly recommend that a social worker with advanced
professional education (MSW) be called in at-regular in-
tervals for professional guidance for social service st404
and as a consultant to the program director.
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Suggestions for Additional R'euding .

.1. Soc. Lai Work Pr.t..:tic.e

A. A Generalist Arprooch

-

Pincus, Allen a Id Minahan; Anne. Social Work Pract Lee: Mockal andMethod..

/..
B. Counseling with amities

C.irretc., Annette. Interviewi`n Its' and Methocis.-C,,chros, Jean; R cognition and Use of Anger in Negro Clients"Social Work, Vo 'Mi.1966, pp. 28-34%tvey, Allen E. t crocOunseiin .Innovaeions,in InterviewingTraining.
Kadushin, Alfred. The Social Work Interview.
Maas, Henry, "Soci-1. Casework," in Walter Friedlander, (editor),Conce2 3 and Meth ds of Social Work.
Kieth-Lucas, Alan. CLfin And_ Takin Help.Reid, William and E tein, Lau a. Task-Cen4red Casework..Thomas. ,-.Edwin, "The xpected Behavior of A POtentially HelpfulPerson", 'in Edwin horns .(editor), Behavioral f.iekien.ce forSoc Ltd Workers .

C. Working with Small Cr

Berne, Eric. Structur and 0 namics of OrGray, Alan. Man, Woma Marriage: Small Group Process, in theFamily. , .

Hartford, Margaret. 'Cr ups in Social Work.Ohisen, Merle. Grow i Cc unsel in .

Sheppard, Clovis. Smal Grouper: Some SoEloloil.s.alTarr, Charles F. Croup ounseling.:,--KiTdeTs tillet*:)dsState rivision for You, h, Alba I',.. New

arvizal: ons \ond Grou s.

D'. liOrganizing for Social

tives.
New Yo_rte

77-

Arnstein, Sher 'ion Partic)., ion," Warner!)Modular Reprint 'o: 4.0. -_-
Lazar,' trviog-("10rganizin ....Child Deveio -6,nt Progroif,, --Appalachia,,'01,--3.5-'11,5.--. 4 (January.,.1970), pp.Lad< Irving, "Wh.ich.,,(aitI ens .,,,,ca."Prticipti In VI))..atl" in .Cahn;"--.47. lr'y, Citizen PartiCipation: EffectingC,yronnity Change ---. .7--f' -.%.--' t._

.Ma Loney, W ill Liam 1.1.,..---"The Ilk ts "-Comp rell-Zirsitv.e.-1.-QmmunILL Hod th(.ct ion Prog..F,,,v1..." Journa .of Amer ican
1 Assoc kit ton,20,2: .11,1-1.,--40, October 1 6-7-72 -

R( ;,3,. 1.1irrily. 'Lc)2m....n-i7. ant .7-;?:t to 1: Tiwi)ry. Pr thriipl Qs zittil Pr;tqt- it.:(:,-(se,:6ad editiiln). -
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t tt t.Nt. . S ieS of Social Charlie and Their Otlemmai,"

RiLph Speeht, Iteadings in CommuYity Orani4ation.

LoolsiA., "The Pjvert Board: Soilw ConsecUenece of

Pe..ttbLe;Participation",, Journal. o Social,Issues,.Vol.

No. I, 1970.

How Peonie Cet

A./

/
h Value Base of a Helping RelatirAship

tt

icr,r(4.944114, Felix. The Casework R.eationship.
4,

L, Cnid Development and .Early E 4:1atLon

BotA, .Joan.,.Joan., Row to Ra
i
se a Bri.hter Child.

:?ittmin, Liora. (edi r). Early 'Child Care: The New

Frie.borg, Norman .a Payne, Donald, "Parental Influence on Cognitjv* '

Development in arly Childhbod; A Review", Child Development,

Vol. 39, No. ,1l and 2., 1967.
.'. v-

//Pi12,s,.:laya. i'evol.ution in Learning; the Years from Ilirth.to Si..'

Web-;:qr, Stu en Uditor); Educating the Disadvantaged Learner.

White, Robe t; "NotitiatiOn Reconsidered: The Concept of Competence"

M ddlar Reprints, No.' 698. .

--.r
r, HOryt. Three Theorlels of Child Development.,

Wettare

Fonb,na, Vincent.: Somewhere A Child Ls Crying.
Fredickson, N.Lzel. and 1W.ligan., R.A.. The Chi l4 and HisWelfard

(tnird edition). .

.Holiner,.Ray and Kempe, C. Henry (editors). Helping the Battered

Child and Pis Family.
KaAushiu, Alfred. Welfare Services.: A Sourcebodk.

.11. Ai et al. Chral Advocacy..

Draza. Foster%Care_of. children: Nurture and treatment.

.C')!!m'oi,... University Press; 1972.

1.-v!fl-. A.6., "Subgtitu e-Child,Carel Recent Research and Its'
"Welfare irk Preview, U.S. Department' of Health,

:Ac%r'ion Welfare (Jann yP'ebruary,1972) Vol. 10, 'No. 1.

"Snt_tal Ser ':es in Child Development Planning.
riptions of model' programs for young children based

,t;,ria! En: Ludes adoptions, foster care, pre.-

:!iv care, maternal and-child health, rehabilitatlor...

r Li-1,1Happ.ed ekildren, and nildren's protective

A: 1 ro'n't.:v2 Appatachial ReAional Commir.niCon,..

AvenJe, 20015.)

,:,,r C-iro A .Na! R0;isl,!ssment.

Child x..;.21!'are l'oerfta,19/0.
D.,//"Th Ah,t91n14 Pcront: A :' ;701(-

...:(_h"1.,j.. /7 (1".0), PP,
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Cwney, John A. and Low, Niels L. The Child with Disabling lIness:
Principles of Rehebilitacion, W.B. Saunders Co., 1974/

Farber, Bernard, Mental Retardation: Its Social Context and Sociat

Cu ide for Perene.
n. The Mental. Health or

Children: Services, Research, Manpower. Ha ger, 1973.
Marluccio, A. and Marlow, W., "Residential TreatM6mt of Emotionally

Disturbed Children: A Review cf the Literature," Warner Modular
Reprint #

Mandelbaum, Arthur, "The. Meaning of a Defective Child to Parents,"
Social Casework, June 1960.

SsMueller, Jeanne. Systems of Service.
Part (V: Cultivation: Services for Mentally. Retarded
Parc V: attivation: Disabled Children
(Report g2, Studies of PL92-603. Cornell University, Junel, 1974.
Copies available.)

Schreiber, Meyer. Social Work and Mental Retardation, 1.970.
'e/hicteker, James. Ch_ldren Away from Home:. A Seurce Book in Residential

freacment. Aldine, 972.
c

CoAsequences. Houghton, 1968.
Heisler, Vera.. A Handicaoped Ch ild 16
Joint Commission on Mental Health of Chil

V. The Handicap of Poverty
Sllen, Vernon L. (edatoc).,21yohological Factors in Poverty.

____---------Birch, Herbert and dussow, Jane. Disadvantaged Children: Health,___
Nutrition and Scl)ool Failure, especially Chliters 8,9_&_10.

Caplovitz, David.,:The Poor Pay More. Free Pre5s1-1961..
.

Caudill, Harry M. / Might Cobes_ta the Cumbeflds. Atlantic, Little,
Brown, 1962. I ,

Glazer, Mona and Creedc.n, Carol. Children and. Poverty.
Herzog, Elizabeth and Sudla, C.E. , "Fatherless Homes: A Review of
Research", Warner\ Modular Reprint # , .

1.'Herzog, Elizabeth a d Lewis, 'Hylan, "Children in POor Families:
Myths end.Realicie ", American April 1970:

Pavenetedt, Eleanor. The Drifters.
Pillsuk, Marc and Phyllis. Poor Americans: How the Poor Whites Live:
Rainwater, Lee. Crucible of Identity, The' Negro_Lower Class amili.
Warner Modular Reprint 0547.

.,choor, A.L. "The Family Cycle and Income Development," Social Security
Bulletin, Feb., 1966. ',pp. 14-26.

vi;eller, Jlck. Yesterday's People. University of Kentucky Plzess and the
_

.

Council of'the Southern Mountains, Inc; 1965. ,...,
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VI. CrlJes intervention

Fisher, Ehalia. SuicideandCri$ei Irtervent'on.'
LanAluy',.Donald and Kaplan, D: Treatment o faMiliee. in. Crises.
Parad, Howard J.. Crisis Intervention: $04oted Read:LQ88.
Rapoport, Lydia. "Crises- riened Short-Term ,Casework," Social

R2vi:ev. Vol. 41, No. 1. March, 1967.
,

-----
Wineman, PArLd. "The Lifespace Interview," Warner Modular Reprint:4 .

.

Family Pianniag

Hasselkorn, Florence (ed.). Family Planning:. The'Ropg of Social
Wurk clrden-Citv N.Y. Adelphi University School of Social Watk.
PubLicationS. 1968.

McCalister, Don, Victor .Thiessen and Margaret McDermott. Readings In
Fii.1v PLanning: A Challenge to the Health Professions.

Mitchell, Hannah. "How Do I Talk Family Planning?", American JoUrtel'e.
of Public Healch. Vol. h, 5.

Provenc-2, Sally./ "Unwanted Children, Foul Case Studies," in Carl
?fi1/4-Reiterman, (ed.) Abottion and Unwanted Children.

Sykus, oscar J., licri-c7i7.11ing Faidly Planning in a R talSetti
Intornational Journal of Healt duee . ol. XIII. 1970:
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Cordon, Thoftlas. P.E.T.: Parent Ufectiveness.Trainina.
..Smi.r.h, Judith M. and Donald. Child Management. A Program for

.Parents ant! Teachers.

IX. .Handy summaries of federal income maintenance programs

Health. [The P.rwlident's Commission on Income Maintenance' Pjc;itams,
Background Papers. 1970] Warner Modular Reprint #713.

Soc La! jnsurance, (The President's:Commissiol on Income Maintenance
Programs, Background Papers. 19/01 Warner Modular Reprint.11694.

XI. Law and social Work

Caploviz, David. alliaLLEILnye.
The Law and Social Work, National Association of Social Workers. 64 pp.

$3.50. (Topics include adoption, child Custody, confidentiability,;
the family court and the rights of welfare .recipients:)
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